
Lot Lot Description Estimate

A1 Small Arms Of The Anglo Boer War R 950.00

The bible on Boer War weapons By Ron Bester and Associates. Hard cover, 

illustrated, 386 pages. New.

A2 Artillery Of The Anglo Boer War R 950.00

Leather bound, limited edition  No 63 of 100. Book by Lionel Crook edited by 

Ron Bester. Hard cover, illustrated, 336 pages. New.

A3 Hayes Handgun Omnibus R 750.00

By Ronald D Hayes and Ian Skennerton. An extremely detailed background on 

handguns, hard cover, 592 extensively illustrated pages. New

A4 Firearms Manufactured In South Africa - Signed R 950.00

The history of the development and manufacture of firearms in Southern Africa 

1949 - 2000, a reference guide by the PAAA edited by Chas Lotter. Signed by 

each of the participants who took part in compiling the book, hard cover, 

illustrated, 540 pages. New.

A5 Australian Antique Arms & History R 450.00

Edited and produced by Ian Skennerton, hard cover, illustrated. New.

A6 "Purdey" The Definitive History R 1800.00

By Donald Dallas. Hard cover, extensively illustrated, 248 pages. New.

A7 Rigby shotgun leather Cases x 2 R 4500.00

Moulded leather cases. First one has "Rigby" and instruction panel to it and is 

in good plus condition. Second one is missing carrying handle and retaining 

straps and shows some moth damage to interior panel, otherwise good.

A8 Lawn & Alder Leather 12ga Shotgun Case R 2750.00

Light coloured leather hard case, containing two cleaning rods and a leather 

Lawn & Alder label to the interior. Some moth damage to interior lining. Rest of 

case in good plus condition.

A9 Leg-O-Mutton Gun Case x 2 R 950.00

Canvas finished bag with leather trim to it, good condition.

A10 Leather/Shotgun Rifle Bags x 4 R 1500.00

First is a short leather shotgun bag for transporting taken down shotgun. 

Second leather shotgun slip retaining and sling straps to be replaced. Third 

leather bag for transporting short rifle. Fourth leather bag is a vintage for 

scoped rifle. All in relatively good condition.

A11 Rifle Cases x 2 R 4000.00

Large wheeled SKB I-series waterproof airline transport case measuring 138 x 

44cm for 2 x rifles or shotguns. A decent quality item. A smaller 130 x 28cm 

single rifle case as well. Both in very good condition.

A12 Leather Rifle Bags x 4 R 2500.00

All leather 52" bag for scoped rifle, padded embossed leather bag for 44" 

scoped rifle, padded leather embossed bag for 50" scoped rifle and leather 

trimmed padded canvas bag for 50" scoped rifle. All in excellent condition.
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A14 Elephant Hide Rifle Bag - New R 2250.00

Padded rifle bag of grey elephant hide for 50" scoped rifle. New.

A15 7.62x51 FN/ R1/Bren Gun 30rd Magazines x 4 R 1800.00

Good condition.

A16 9mmp Sterling HMC Magazines x 6 R 1000.00

Very good condition.

A17 Colt  AR15/M4 Magazines x 5 R 650.00

Four x 30rd. magazines, 1 x 20rd.

A18 M1 Carbine Magazines x 11 R 1750.00

Includes US military issue webbing pouch for 4 magazines, 3X 30rd. 

magazines and X 10rd. mags.

A19 FN-HP & R76 Extended Magazines x 6 R 2000.00

Used for the Rhodesian R76 HMC as well as the FN-Hp. Good condition. 25 & 

32rd. Magazines.

A20 AKM/47 Magazines x 6 R 1500.00

Good condition.

A21 FN/R1 Magazines x 6 R 1500.00

Good condition.

A22 Artillery Luger Drum Magazine R 9500.00

WWI vintage, "B over N" marking to it and serial no 137022 to it. Steel shoe 

fitted over top of magazine housing to prevent the ingress of dirt. Magazine has 

been re-blued at some stage but all appears to be in good order.

A23 Uzi Magazines x 6 R 900.00

Original Uzi magazines. Also used on the Cobra and other HMC'S. Good 

condition.

A24 7.62x51 G3 Magazines x 6 R 900.00

Excellent condition.

A25 Weaver 24x40 Target Rifle Scope R 2500.00

New generation Weavers, appears to be unfired and in as new condition.

A26 Weaver 24x40 Target Rifle Scope R 2500.00

New generation Weaver scopes ex Japan. Appears to be in as new condition.

A27 Weaver K6 WA Rifle Scope R 750.00

Steel tubed, very good condition.

A28 Reloading Die Sets x 7 R 3500.00

Includes- .30-06 Hornady custom grade dies, Lyman .500 NE, .22Savage H.P. 

Redding, .338win mag RCBS, .250 Savage by Redding, 6,5x55 Swed. Mauser 

Redding and 12ga. shotshell by RCBS. All in good plus condition.

A29 William's Sights Plus Powder Flask R 600.00

William"s peep sight for FN Mauser & repro ball & powder flask.

Lot Lot Description Recommended 

Retail Price

Estimate

B1 .50cal Ardesa Deer Hunter Rifle R 6250.00 R 4750.00

Stainless finished 24" barrel with 1/48" twist, high visibility sights and polymer 

stock. New.

B2 .32cal Pedersoli Kentucky Rifle - New R 14950.00 R 11200.00

Flint lock with 35,75" (900mm) octagonal barrel, brass patch box to butt which 

also has curved brass butt plate. Includes ram rod. New.

B3 .50cal Brutus Hardwoods Rifle R 9945.00 R 7400.00

In line percussion with Hi-Viz sights to 28" barrel. Two piece hardwood stock 

with black rubber recoil pad to it. New.

ALL MUZZLELOADING FIREARMS ARE BRAND NEW AND IN FACTORY BOXES

CATEGORY B ~ MUZZLELOADERS
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B4 .50cal Pedersoli Rolling Block Presentation Rifle R 150000.00 R 75000.00

A custom order from the Pedersoli custom shop. The "Big Five" percussion 

variant of the rolling block. Heavy 30" (762mm) octagonal blued barrel. The 

action silver finished with the "Big Five" inlaid in gold on the rhs. On the lhs 

and on the trigger guard and bottom excellent scroll work. The stock and 

forearm of superlative high-grade walnut with lots of contrasting figure. Pistol 

grip with a 24 LPI chequering to both sides. Gun is quite striking, new and has 

never been fired. New.

B5 .50cal Pedersoli Country Hunter R 9500.00 R 5200.00

Traditionally styled percussion rifle with 28,5" (7020mm) barrel, blued steel butt 

plate, brass trigger guard, colour case hardened lock and hammer, flash guard 

to nipple, matt blued finish to barrel. New.

B6 12ga Pedersoli "Classic" Shotgun R 14950.00 R 11200.00

Percussion shotgun with 70cm (27 1/2") barrels, case hardened locks and 

hammers. Straight grained walnut stock. New.

B7 .50cal Thomson Center Impact Rifle R 11000.00 R 8200.00

Inline percussion rifle. A 26" (661mm) very slightly tapered round barrel. Single 

action hammer. Camo polymer stock with black soft rubber recoil pad. New in 

the box.

B8 .50cal Triumph Bone Collector Inline Percussion R 14500.00 R 10800.00

Inline percussion rifle. A 26" (661mm) round, slightly tapered barrel with fixed 

sights.  All-over camo except for the soft black rubber comb and recoil pad. 

Brand new.

B9 12ga Euroarms Buffalo Hunt Carbine R 12500.00 R 9300.00

Twelve bore 28 1/4" (718mm) barrel, front ramp sight, rear peep sight. 

Chequered walnut stock with a rosewood or ebony forearm tip. Brand new in 

box.

B10 .50cal Pedersoli Rolling Block "Super Fancy" Rifle R 14500.00 R 10800.00

21 1/2" (545mm) round slightly tapered barrel, ramrod securely held 

underneath. The action silvered and engraved with fancy scrolling and borders. 

The stock and forearm of fancy pattern dyed hardwood. The butt pad solid 

black rubber. New.

B11 20ga Pedersoli S/S "Classic" Double Shotgun R 14950.00 R 11200.00

With 70cm (27 1/2") barrels, case hardened locks and hammers. Straight- 

grained walnut stock. New.

B12 .451cal Pedersoli Mortimer Whitworth Target Rifle R 24750.00 R 18500.00

One of the premier mid range target rifles with octagonal to round 31,75" 

(800mm) barrel with tunnel foresight and full adjustable, tang mounted peep 

rear sight, well figured wall nut stock has wrap around chequering to the fore 

end and straight grip, steel butt plate, colour case hardened hammer and lock 

marked to Mortimer. New.

B13 12ga DGH Single Barrel Percussion Shotgun R 5500.00 R 4100.00

Octagon to round 32" (850mm) barrel, smooth fore end, two panel chequering 

to grip, blued hammer and lock. New.

B14 12ga DGH S/S Percussion Shotgun R 6995.00 R 5200.00

Double barrel with 28" (710mm) barrels, smooth finished hard wood stock with 

cheek piece and extended trigger guard forming a pistol grip, metal work 

displays all blued finish. New

B15 .50cal & 20ga Pedersoli Rolling Block Rifle R 9950.00 R 7400.00

Possibly the best selling .50cal percussion rifle on the SA market. Rolling block 

inline action. Includes additional 20ga shotgun barrel, so that it can be used for 

birds or beast. New.

B16 .50cal Pedersoli Brutus Camo Finish Rifle R 8250.00 R 6000.00

In line percussion with Hi-Viz sights to 28" barrel. Two piece camo finished 

stock with black rubber recoil pad to it. New.

B17 .75cal DGH Flintlock "Semi-Bobbejaanboud" Musket R 8500.00 R 6375.00

Full stock to 46" barrel with brass butt plate, trigger guard and ram rod pipes, 

cheek piece to semi-bobbejaanboud butt. A good replica of the rifles used by 

the early Cape settlers/hunters. New.
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B18 20ga DGH S/S Percussion Shotgun R 6995.00 R 5200.00

Double barrel with 28" (710mm) barrels, smooth finished hard wood stock with 

cheek piece and extended trigger guard forming a pistol grip, metal work 

displays all blued finish. New.

B19 12ga Pedersoli Mortimer Flintlock Shotgun R 27000.00 R 12225.00

Single octagon to round 36" (975mm) barrel, will figured walnut stock with steel 

butt plate, wrap around chequering to wrist and fore end, case colour hardened 

steel nose cap, pipe, cock and lock. Mortimer engraved to lock which also has 

intercepting safety to cock. New.

Lot Lot Description Recommended 

Retail Price

Estimate

C1 .45-70 Pedersoli "Kodiak" Double Rifle - New R 48150.00 R 39500.00

Hammer gun with 24" barrels, carrying 3 leaf rear sight and ramp fore sight, 

colour case hardened locks, action, top lever and hammers. Wrap around 

chequering to slim fore end, two panel chequering to semi-pistol grip stock 

which has cheek piece and solid brown rubber butt plate. New.

C2 20ga Izarms S/S Shotgun - New R 12500.00 R 9400.00

Multi-choke gun with 28" (712mm) barrels, ventilated top and side ribs, 3" 

(76mm) chambers. Single selective trigger, non-auto safety catch, ejector 

action. The stock has a LOP is 14 3/8" (365mm) to a soft rubber butt pad. New.

C3 12ga Izarms S/S Shotgun - New R 12500.00 R 9400.00

Multi-choke with 28" (712mm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers and ventilated 

top rib. 5 chokes. Action with ejectors and a single selective trigger. Non-auto 

safety. The hardwood stock and forearm with laser-cut chequering, LOP 14 

1/8" (362mm). New.

C4 12ga Izarms S/S Shotgun - New R 12500.00 R 9400.00

Multi-choke gun with 28" (712mm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers, ventilated 

top rib. 5 chokes. The black action with extractors and a single selective trigger. 

Non-auto safety. The hardwood stock and forearm with laser-cut chequering, 

LOP 14 1/8" (362mm). New.

C5 12ga ATA SP1 O/U Black Shotgun - New R 15390.00 R 11500.00

Multi-choke gun with 28" (712mm) barrels, 3" (76mm) chambers with 5 chokes 

and tool. Black finished receiver with single selective trigger, Walnut stock and 

forearm, laser chequered. Gun is to all intents & purposes a Beretta Silver 

Pigeon. New.

C6 12ga ATA SP1 Silver 2 O/U Shotgun - New R 15390.00 R 11500.00

28" (712mm) barrels, 3" (76mm) chambers with 5 chokes and tool. White steel 

receiver with single elective trigger. Walnut stock and forearm with laser-cut 

chequering. New.

C7 12ga ATA SP1 White O/U Shotgun - New R 15390.00 R 11500.00

30" (762mm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers, with 5 choke tubes and tool. 

White steel receiver with single selective trigger. Walnut stock and forearm, 

laser-cut chequering. New.

C8 12ga ATA O/U "Sporter" Shotgun - New R 22400.00 R 16800.00

In a brushed finished case, 28" (712mm) barrels with 3"(76mm) chambers and 

ventilated ribs. Blued receiver with single selective trigger. Walnut forearm and 

stock with adjustable comb. Laser-cut chequering to both. Oil finish to stock. 

With a manual, cap and carry sling. New.

C9 12ga ATA SP1 O/U Trap Shotgun - New R 23185.00 R 17400.00

With 30" (762mm) barrels, with 5 choke tubes. The ventilated top rib is raised. 

Side ribs only go as far as the forearm. Blued receiver with single selective 

trigger. Stock with a slight cheekpiece and adjustable comb. It and the forearm 

with extensive 24 LPI laser-cut chequering.  New.

ALL NEW FIREARMS ARE EX DEALER STOCK WITH FACTORY ISSUED ACCESSORIES

CATEGORY C ~ New Firearms
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C10 12ga ATA "Greywing" O/U Shotgun - Cased - New R 23995.00 R 17900.00

In brushed finish carry case. 28 " (712mm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers. 

Side rib of only 120mm at the muzzles and ventilated top rib to cut down on 

weight which is just under 6.6lbs (3kg). A greywing partridge is engraved on 

each side of the receiver. The walnut forearm and stock are laser-cut 

chequered. With manual, carry sling and cap. New.

C11 12ga ATA "Camo-Max" O/U Shotgun - New R 16950.00 R 12700.00

28" (762mm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers and 5 chokes. Steel receiver 

with single selective trigger. Stock, forearm and receiver in camo. New.

C12 12ga ATA SP1 "Engraved" O/U Shotgun - New R 24150.00 R 18200.00

In hard plastic case. 30" (762mm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers with 5 

chokes. The receiver relief engraved with ducks on the sides and bottom. 

Forearm and stock of a high grade walnut, with fine laser-cut chequering. New.

C13 12ga Benelli M2 Semi-Auto Shotgun - New R 26050.00 R 19500.00

A 50cm [19,5"] barrel with front sight on a wide rib. Black steel receiver, semi-

auto operation. Black polymer stock & fore-end, soft insert at the butt for recoil 

reduction. New.

C14 12ga Benelli M2 Semi-Auto Shotgun - New R 27995.00 R 21000.00

A 50cm [19,5"] barrel with front sight. Black steel receiver, semi-auto operation. 

Black polymer stock & fore-end, soft insert at the butt for recoil reduction. New.

C15 12ga Benelli Raffaello Shotgun - New R 32195.00 R 24100.00

Semi-auto with a 27" (686mm) barrel and 4 chokes. Black alloy receiver and 5 

shot magazine. Medium walnut with laser-cut chequering. In hard polymer carry 

case. New.

C16 12ga Benelli M3 Tactical Shotgun - New R 29526.00 R 22100.00

Called the "Super Combat". A 50mm (19 1/2") barrel with an improved choke. 

Front sight on big rib. Black steel receiver, pump or semi-auto action. Extended 

magazine. Black polymer stock and forearm, soft butt insert for recoil reduction. 

New.

C17 20ga Benelli "Ultralight" Shotgun - New R 29500.00 R 23800.00

Weighing in at a trace over 5.75 lbs (2.6kg) makes it the lightest 20ga semi-

auto in the market. A 24" barrel with carbon fibre ventilated top rib, has 4 choke 

tubes. Magazine takes 4 rounds. Walnut forearm and stock with plenty of figure 

and barring. Laser-cut patterns to 24LPI on pistol grip sides and a wrap-around 

forearm pattern. In a hard polymer carry case. New and unused.

C18 12ga Benelli "Ultralight" Shotgun - New R 31700.00 R 23700.00

Weighing in at a trace over 6 1/4lbs (2.85kg) makes it the lightest 12ga semi-

auto in the market. A 26" barrel with carbon fibre ventilated top rib, has 4 choke 

tubes. Magazine takes 4 rounds. Walnut forearm and stock with plenty of figure 

and barring. Laser-cut patterns to 24LPI on pistol grip sides and a wrap-around 

forearm pattern. In a hard polymer carry case. New and unused.

C19 .22/410 Chiappa Badger O/U Combination - New R 8995.00 R 6700.00

Short barrels - 19" (484mm], folding top-break snap action. This version with a 

full hardwood stock. New.

C20 .243 T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 13750.00 R 10300.00

T/C's interchangeable barrel rifle, one has the option of up to 11 different 

caliber barrels that can be fitted to the action. All T/C rifles comes with a M.O.A. 

accuracy guarantee. Barrel of 22" (559mm) free floating, bolt action with scope 

bases. Grey polymer stock with soft insert at butt, pistol grip and forearm. New.

C21 .270win T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 15950.00 R 11900.00

24" (610mm) free floating barrel. Bolt action with scope bases, box magazine. 

Grey polymer stock with soft insert at butt, pistol grip and forearm. New.

C22 .308win T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 13750.00 R 10300.00

22" (559mm) free floating barrel Bolt action with scope bases. Grey polymer 

stock with soft insert at butt, pistol grip and forearm. New.

C23 .300win mag T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 15950.00 R 11900.00

24" (610mm) free floating barrel. Bolt action, with scope bases fitted. Box 

magazine. Grey polymer stock. New.
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C24 .30-06 T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 13750.00 R 10300.00

24" (610mm) round barrel, no sights, free floating. Bolt action with scope bases. 

Grey polymer stock with soft inserts at butt, pistol grip and forearm. New.

C25 .30-06 Winchester Mod 70 Alaskan - New R 23890.00 R 17900.00

24 1/2" (623mm) medium barrel, hooded front sight and fixed standing rear 

sight (slightly adjustable). Bolt action with rear recoil cross-bolt only. Medium 

coloured walnut stock with wrap-around forearm pattern and panels to the 

pistol grip sides. New.

C26 .458win mag Winchester M70 "Safari Express" - New R 28550.00 R 21400.00

Heavy 24 3/4" (630mm) barrel. Hooded ramped front sight and adjustable rear 

standing sight. Bolt action with recoil cross-bolts fore and aft. Stock of medium 

coloured walnut, chequered to 20LPI to wrap-around forearm pattern and pistol 

grip panels. The Winchester Mod 70 has long been regarded as one of the 

premier big game rifles. New.

C27 12ga Sibergun SSP Riot Shotgun - New R 4500.00 R 3400.00

With a 20" (509mm) barrel, 1/4 choked. Front blade sight, no rear sight.  Pump 

action only. Black polymer forearm and stock, the later with rubber butt pad. 

New.

C28 .308win CZ550 Predator Rifle - New R 16698.00 R 12500.00

24" (610mm) slim round barrel. No iron sights. Action grooved for scope bases. 

Camouflage polymer stock with thick black rubber butt pad. New.

C29 .270 win CZ550 Lux Rifle - New R 16330.00 R 12200.00

23 5/8"(60cm) round barrel, hooded front sight, adjustable rear V sight. Bolt 

action with grooves to take scope bases. Walnut stock with laser-cut 

modernistic patterns to forearm and pistol grip sides. A slight Schnabel tip to 

the forearm. New.

C30 8x57js CZ550 Lux Rifle - New R 18385.00 R 13700.00

A 60cm (23 1/2") round barrel with hooded ramp front sight and standing 

adjustable rear sight. The bolt action bridges grooved for scope sight bases. 

The walnut stock with modernistic laser-cut chequering patterns. A Teutonic 

bend to the stock comb allied to a slight angular cheek piece. New.

C31 .243win CZ550 Lux - New R 16950.00 R 12700.00

A 60cm (23 5/8") slim round barrel with hooded front sight and adjustable rear 

sight. The bolt action bridges grooved for scope sight bases. The walnut stock 

with a slight Schnabel at the tip, has a bend in the comb with an angular small 

cheekpiece. Laser-cut chequering to modernistic panels on forearm and pistol 

grip sides. New.

C32 7.62x39mm Norinco Type 56 AKM - New R 9285.00 R 6900.00

An AK clone, this one with a full hard wood stock, plus usual hand and pistol 

grip. New and unfired.

C33 7.62x39mm Norinco Type 56 AKM/S - New R 10565.00 R 7900.00

Folding stock variant. reddish hard wood pistol and hand grips. New.

C34 .22lr. Chiappa M4-22 S/Auto Rifle - New R 11250.00 R 8400.00

A M16 copy, with a 16" (403mm) barrel with a flash hider. Barrel has a 1;16 

twist. Skeleton stock. Two 28 round magazines. New.

C35 .22lr Chiappa M4 Upper Receiver Rifle - New R 7500.00 R 5600.00

Barrel, forearm and action top only. A conversion kit for the AR15/M16 rifle 

which allows you to use cheap .22rf ammo. New.

C36 9mmp Chiappa M1 Carbine - Wood - New R 11250.00 R 8400.00

9mmp Variant of the famed US .30M1 carbine. Blued 19" barrel, two Beretta 

M92 magazines included with each carbine. Wooden stock. New.

C37 9mmp Chiappa M1 Carbine - Polymer Stock - New R 10050.00 R 7500.00

Blued 19" barrel, polymer stock. New.

C38 12ga Benelli PSA M2 Tactical Semi-Auto Shotgun - New R 26050.00 R 19500.00

A 50cm [19,5"] barrel with front sight on a wide rib. Black steel receiver, semi-

auto operation. Black polymer stock & fore-end soft insert at the butt. New.

C39 .223rem T/C Dimension Rifle - Left Hand Action - New R 13750.00 R 1150.00

Left-handed variant of T/C's interchangeable barrel rifle. One could use this as 

the base for multiple calibers. New.
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C40 .243win T/C Venture Rifle - New R 12750.00 R 9500.00

Black synthetic stock, 22" barrel with 1:10 twist rate. Standard factory accuracy 

guarantee of M.O.A. accuracy with each rifle. New.

C41 .22-250Rem T/C Venture "Weathershield" Rifle - New R 14950.00 R 11200.00

Black synthetic stock with Hogue over moulded panels, 22" barrel with 1:10 

twist rate. Corrosion resistant "Weather shield" finish. Standard factory 

accuracy guarantee of M.O.A. accuracy with each rifle. New.

C42 .375H&H MAG Landrover Magnum Mauser Rifle - New - Cased R 65000.00

A Jurie Majoor "Landrover" rifle built on a double 60cm (23 5/8") round 

tapered barrel with a swivelling hood ramped front sight and a standing V sight 

with a two folding blades. Pristine bore. The magnum action with quick-

detachable scope mount bases and double recoil cross bolts. The magazine 

floorplate with a head-on standing elephant in relief engraving. The stock with 

good colour and contrasting figure with a pleasing cheekpiece and an ebony or 

rosewood front cap and a metal cap over the pistol grip. A Silver's butt pad 

takes the LOP to an even 14" (356mm). The chequering is to 22LPI with a wrap-

around forearm pattern and separate panels to the pistol grip sides. The 

exceptional case in oak and leather by Tinus Tredoux, numbered 20, has 

individual compartments for a wallet holding jags and mops, the bolt, the 

leather sling, a round nickelled oil bottle, and the Karl Kahles of Wien Helia 

4x36 scope. The one-piece cleaning rod fits under the rifle. An exceptional lot. 

New.

C43 .25/06 T/C Encore Rifle R 18500.00 R 13800.00

Part of a complete shooting system, the Encore can be rapidly altered to be 

used as a pistol, rifle or a shotgun. Synthetic stock with 24" barrel. New.

C44 .308win T/C Encore Rifle-New R 18995.00 R 13800.00

Single shot with walnut stock and blued 24" barrel. New.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

D1 .22lr Walther Mod GSP Target Pistol - Cased R 3250.00

The 4 3/16" (105mm) barrel has a good bore. The orthopaedic stock is 

standard, as are the adjustable sights. Comes with a spare trigger assembly 

and two 5-shot magazines in a bespoke briefcase. VGC.

D2 .22lr Browning Target Pistol - Cased R 3250.00

Micro adjustable rear sights and counter weight to muzzle of 6" heavy barrel, 

orthopaedic type grips with thumb rest and adjustable stock to bottom of grips, 

cased in factory polystyrene box, with cleaning/stripping tools to it. Excellent 

condition.

D3 9mmp Walther P99 Pistol - Boxed R 9500.00

The 100mm (4") barrel has an excellent bore. Gun appears unused, has a 

spare double stack magazine and a cleaning rod plus two alternative rears to 

the pistol grip.in the hard. The pistol has a "SA" prefixed serial number and is 

understood to have been imported for Police trials purposes. In hard plastic 

case. Mint condition.

D4 9mmp Walther P99 Pistol - Boxed R 9500.00

Another example, also in pristine condition, same spares and hard case. VVGC

D5 9mmp Walther P5 Compact Pistol - Boxed R 4950.00

A short 3" (76mm) barrel with an excellent bore. Compact but quite heavy. Plain 

wooden hand grips are unusual. Spare single stack magazine and cleaning rod 

in compact hard plastic case. VGC.

CATEGORY D ~ COLLECTABLE HANDGUNS
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D6 9mmp Mauser IWA Commemorative Luger Pistol - Cased R 45000.00

Model 1900 style dished toggles, 4" (100mm) barrel. Manufactured in 1983 

(date code ID) by Mauser Werke Oberndorf to commemorate the European 

IWA show, Factory scroll engraving, ivory grips, inlet with a round gold plate. 

Front strap engraved "Mauser Werke Oberndorf GMBH", barrel engraved 

"9mm Luger", toggle engraved "Original Mauser" and "Made In Germany". 

Matching numbers throughout. In original velvet-lined full leather presentation 

case with Mauser trade label in lid, extra wooden-based magazine, takedown 

tool, cleaning rod and "Wafffenpass" documentation including instruction 

manual and original factory test target.

D7 7.65mm Sig P230 Pistol - Boxed R 3760.00

Dull black finish overall. 3 3/8" (85mm) barrel has a good bore. Made by 

Interarms, Alexandria, Virginia. In a non-standard box with a spare magazine 

and test target and 3 assorted holsters. VGC.

D8 7.65mm Mauser Mod HSc Pistol - Boxed R 3950.00

Standard Mauser pocket pistol for many years. Good bore to barrel. Overall 

condition excellent, wood chequered grips also very good. In a small case with 

a spare magazine.

D9 .357mag Ruger Security Six Revolver - Boxed R 2950.00

In original maker's box. A 6" (152mm) barrel, very good bore, 6 shot cylinder. 

Blued action and frame, oversized factory wooden grips. VVGC.

D10 .357mag Ruger GP100 Revolver - Boxed R 4500.00

Heavy barrel with full under-rib, good bore, 6 shot cylinder, anti-clockwise 

rotation. Blued frame and barrel, wood and polymer composite grips. VGC.

D11 .22lr Ruger Mk II Target Pistol - Boxed R 2250.00

In maker's cardboard box. The blued 10" (254mm) heavy round barrel has an 

excellent bore and fitted with a blade front sight and adjustable rear sight. 

Action and works still rather stiff - probably hardly ever fired. Standard black 

chequered black plastic hand grips. VVGC

D12 7.5mm Swiss Presentation Revolver - Cased R 2750.00

6 Shot revolver with a 110mm (4 1/4") barrel. Swiss cross stamped on lhs of 

frame. Fixed cylinder with loading/unloading gate on rhs. Clockwise rotation. 

Condition indicates that this gun has hardly ever been used. Nice red velvet 

and white satin interior to case. VVGC

D13 .357mag Colt Python 6" Blue Revolver - Cased R 17500.00

Heavy barrel with ventilated top rib, 6" (152mm) barrel, very good bore. 6 shot 

cylinder, clockwise rotation. Oversized chequered wooden hand grips. With a 

Colt 3-blade turn screw. Date of manufacture 1978. VVGC.

D14 .44mag Smith & Wesson Mod 29 Revolver - Cased R 12500.00

Date of manufacture 1980. In a wooden factory case, 5 7/8" (150mm) barrel 

has a good bore and low top rib. Hi-Viz front sights, good blue finish to metal 

work. Oversized factory handgrips in dark reddish walnut. VGC

D15 .357mag Ruger Blackhawk S/S Revolver - Cased R 7500.00

Stainless steel new model Blackhawk with 6 1/2" (165mm) barrel and 

adjustable sights. 6 shot cylinder. In plush velvet fitted wooden case. Condition 

as new.

D16 .38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 60 Revolver - Boxed R 3950.00

Stainless steel new model Blackhawk with 6 1/2" (165mm) barrel and 

adjustable sights. In plush velvet fitted wooden case. Condition as new.

D17 .22lr/mag Ruger Single Six Revolver - Cased R 5500.00

In wooden case with plush velvet fittings to it. All in stainless steel, includes 

spare magnum cylinder and additional set of stag horn grips, 6 1/2" (165mm) 

barrel with adjustable sights. All in mint condition.

D18 7.65mm Mauser HSC Pistol R 3750.00

Double Action pistol, LHS of slide engraved "Mauser Werke A.G. Oberndorf 

A/N" and "Mod Hsc Kal 7.65mm". Matching numbers throughout, original 

wooden grips and magazine. Full functional & complete. In excellent condition.
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D19 .22lr Beretta M76 Target Pistol R 2750.00

Heavy ribbed barrel of 5,75" with micro adjustable rear sight, barrel and rib 

have a matt black finish, slide has a polished blue finish to it. Chequered black 

plastic grips with Beretta logo to them. Good plus original condition.

D20 .22short Hi-Standard "Olympic" Mod 103 Target Pistol R 2750.00

Olympic rapid fire match pistol with 6,75" ported barrel and 2 x barrel 

counterweights fitted. Chequered wooden grips with thumb rest to LH side. 

Micro-adjustable rear sight. All in excellent condition.

D21 .22lr FN Browning Target Pistol R 2250.00

Barrel length of 6,75", micro adjustable rear sight, wrap around chequered rose 

wood grips, gold plated trigger. Good plus condition.

D22 .22short S&W Mod 41 Target Pistol R 5500.00

Barrel length of 5,3", chequered black hard rubber grips with thumb rest, matt 

black finished slide, rest of pistol is a polished blue finish, micro adjustable rear 

sight. Good plus condition.

D23 .22lr Mab Modele F Pistol R 1250.00

The 6" (152mm) barrel has a good bore. Slide has no hold-back. Some slight 

loss of bluing. Black polymer hand grips. VGC.

D24 .22lr Star Mod F Sport Pistol R 1250.00

The fixed 6"(152mm) square barrel has a good bore. Some slight loss of bluing 

at the muzzle. Otherwise all in good working order. With a shoulder holster and 

suede belt holster.

D25 .22lr Astra Mod TS22 Pistol R 2250.00

Barrel length of 6" with ribbed top and counter weight to muzzle portion, 10 

round magazine, smooth wooden factory grips with thumb rest. Excellent 

overall condition.

D26 .22lr Ruger Mk 1 Standard Model Pistol R 1750.00

The gun that started the Ruger fortune. Tapered round 6" (152mm) barrel. 

Fixed sights. Action with 10 shot magazine. Blued finish with black polymer 

chequered hand grip scales. With instruction booklet. VGC.

D27 .44mag Ruger Super Blackhawk Revolver R 7500.00

Adjustable sights to 7 1/2" (190mm) barrel, pachmayr rubber grips. Good to 

good plus condition.

D28 .357mag  Colt Python 4" Stainless Revolver R 21500.00

Serial no. KT1112 indicates 1991 manufacture. Chequered pattern to factory 

rubber grips with Colt logo to sides. Mint condition.

D29 .357mag Colt "Border Patrol" Revolver R 4750.00

Serial number 43559J indicates 1974 manufacture. Ribbed 4" (10mm) barrel 

with ejector shroud. Outsized chequered grips with Colt logo to them. 

Clockwise rotation. Excellent refinished condition. Scarce.

D30 .22lr Colt Peacemaker Single-Action Revolver R 4500.00

Serial Number G91458 indicates 1974 manufacture. Barrel length of 6", colour 

case-hardened frame, chequered black grips with Colt rampant stallion and US 

eagle logos to them. Good plus condition.

D31 .22lr Colt Woodsman Pistol R 2950.00

A 6 5/8" (170mm) barrel with a good bore. Though over 3/4 of a century old, the 

finish is still excellent as is its overall condition. Date of manufacture 1931. 

VVGC.

D32 .38spl Colt Cobra 2" Blue Revolver R 3500.00

6 shot cylinder with a 2" (50mm) barrel. Blued. Slightly extended factory 

wooden grips. VGC

D33 .357mag Colt Trooper Mk III 4" Revolver R 4500.00

Serial number 70637J indicates 1975 manufacture. Blued finish to 4" ribbed 

barrel. Chequered factory grips with Colt logo to them. Excellent condition.

D34 .357mag Colt Python 4" Blue Revolver R 18500.00

Serial number V22361 indicates 1978 manufacture. Chequered wooden grips 

with Colt logo to them. All in mint condition.

D35 6.35mm DWA Ortgies Pat Pistol R 650.00

Built by "Deutsches Werke Aktiengesellschat". Good used condition.
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D36 6.35mm Steyr Mod 1908 Vest Pistol R 1250.00

Just a trifle bigger than the usual .25 baby pistols, this Steyr is marked with "N. 

Pieper Patent" on the rhs of the frame. On the lhs "Steyr, made in Austria". 

Usual 5 shot magazine. Good working condition.

D37 6.35mm Walther Mod 1 Pistol R 1950.00

Marked "Walther Selbstlade-pistol Cal 6.35 Walther's Patent". Introduced 

1908. Tiny well-figured walnut scales to the pistol grip. Excellent condition.

D38 6.35mm Mauser W.T.P.  Pistol R 1750.00

Another 2" (50mm) barrelled baby pocket pistol. This engraved "WTP - 6.35 - 

DRP" on the rhs of the slide and on the lhs is "Mauser - Werke A.B. 

Oberndorf a.No". Excellent working condition.

D39 6.35mm Mauser Mod 1910 Pistol R 1500.00

Loss of finish over much of the metal work. Mechanically sound. Plain wooden 

hand grip.

D40 .450 Cogswell & Harrison Tranter's Pat. Revolver R 7500.00

Tranter style, with a 7" (178mm) octagonal barrel. Fixed frame with loading gate 

on the rhs. Clockwise rotation to the 6 shot cylinder. Some light scroll and floral 

engraving under years of patina build-up. Double or single action. Wooden 

hand grip still nicely chequered.

D41 .450 Pryse Pat. Revolver By Francotte R 6500.00

Octagonal barrel of 5,5" with a pretty good bore. Top break ejector model with 

twin opening levers on either side of the frame. Trigger/hammer presently 

inoperative. Wooden hand grip with 18LPI flat-top chequering.

D42 .455 Webley Mk II Revolver - Pre 1898 R 8500.00

Much loss of finish to all the metalwork. The 4" (100mm) barrel's bore is good. 

Typical bird's head grip with black polymer scales.

D43 .455 Webley Mk III Revolver - Pre 1898 R 8500.00

Another standard 4" (100mm) barrelled example with the bird's head style grip 

with black polymer scales VGC.

D44 .455 Webley MK IV Revolver & Bayonet R 9500.00

Standard 4" (100mm) barrel, with a good bore, some slight loss of finish, Black 

polymer bird's head grips. Ex South African Constabulary, marked "SAC 06", 

with a combination hoof-pick/turn-screw marked SAC1902 plus a double-edged 

Mod 1888 bayonet marked "SAC 0.1121". Good working condition.

D45 .450 A P Walshe Revolver - Pre 1898 R 3950.00

RIC pattern solid frame revolver with chequered one-piece wooden grips, 3" 

ovoid form barrel and swing-out ejector rod. Top strap marked "A .P. Walshe 

Kimberley & Johannesburg". Mottled blue finish, some light dings to grips. Fair 

to good original condition.

D46 .455 Webley Mk V Revolver R 4500.00

Some loss of finish to the barrel, but bore is good to the 4" (100mm) barrel. 

Wooden bird's head grips still in reasonable shape. Good working condition.

D47 .455 Webley Mk VI  6" Revolver R 3500.00

Good finish all over, black polymer grips, 6" (152mm) barrel with a good bore, 

VGC.

D48 .455 Webley Mk VI 6" Revolver R 3500.00

Has a good bore and has acquired some patina over the years. Barrel length of  

6" (152mm). Very good working condition.

D49 .455 Webley Mk 4 Service Revolver R 8500.00

Military acceptance/inspection stamps to frame, barrel and cylinder, UDF stamp 

to back strap, high percentage original finish to barrel and frame. Good plus 

overall condition.

D50 .38s&w Webley Mk IV Service Revolver R 950.00

Barrel length of 5", SAP markings to frame, chequered black vulcanite grips. 

Good original condition.

D51 .22lr Webley & Scott Mk III Target Pistol R 1750.00

The long 9 3/4" (250mm) barrel has a good bore. Adjustable rear sight and a 

nice non-standard wooden forearm. The brown polymer handgrip with a large 

thumb-rest. Single action only. VGC.
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D52 6.35mm Webley Mod 1907 Pocket Pistol R 1450.00

Webley's version of the .25acp baby pocket pistol, with an external hammer, 

single action, 5 shot magazine. Some slight loss of bluing but otherwise in 

excellent condition.

D53 .32acp Webley Mod 1908 Pistol R 1850.00

Barrel length of 3 1/2" (88mm), serial number 100649 indicates manufacture 

early 1914. Chequered hard rubber grips. Some fine mottling to finish. Good 

overall.

D54 .38s&w Webley Mk IV Revolver R 750.00

Barrel length of 5"(127mm). Black polymer grips with "Webley" inscribed at the 

tops. Good working condition.

D55 .38s&w Webley Mk IV 4" Revolver R 950.00

Barrel length of 4", chequered black vulcanite grips. Unusual "U within star" 

ahead of Webley trade mark on barrel. Good plus condition.

D56 6.35mm Browning "Vest Pocket" Pistol R 1500.00

In a ladies floral purse. Also known as the 1905/6 pocket pistol, 2" (50mm) 

barrel, 6 shot, with a spare magazine. Very good plus condition.

D57 6,35mm FN "Baby" Browning Pistol R 1450.00

Serial number 59196. Excellent condition.

D58 7.65mm FN -Browning Mod 1910 Pistol R 1750.00

Serial number 427595. Good to good plus original condition.

D59 9mmk FN Mod 1910 Pistol R 2150.00

Some slight holster wear to muzzle & sharp edges. Serial number 504568. 

Good original condition.

D60 .22rf Smith & Wesson Tip Up Revolver - Pre 1898 R 2950.00

3 1/8" (80mm) octagonal barrel with a top rib. 6 shot cylinder, clockwise 

rotation. Spur trigger. Small walnut hand grips. Excellent working condition. 

Serial number 13621. Date of manufacture 1865 -1868.

D61 9mmp Smith & Wesson Mod 3913 Pistol R 7500.00

Light brushed silver anodised finish allied with light grey polymer wrap-around 

hand grip makes for a change, the "Lady Smith" model. The 3 3/8" (87mm) 

barrel has a good bore. High-viz sights with white dots fitted, 8 shot magazine. 

Date of manufacture 1990. VVGC.

D62 .44mag S&W Mod 29-2 Stainless 4" Revolver R 12500.00

Serial number N322057 indicates 1975-76 manufacture. Hi-vis front sight, 

adjustable rear. Laminated custom finger-groove type grips. Excellent 

condition.

D63 .38 S&W "Victory" Model Revolver R 950.00

Barrel length of 5", matt black parkerized finish, plain wooden grips, top strap 

marked "United States Property" indicating lend lease issue, UDF marking and 

military rack number to back strap. Good plus condition.

D64 .44mag Smith & Wesson Mod 29 6" Revolver R 12500.00

A 6 1/2" (165mm) round barrel with a low top rib. Blued frame and barrel, 6 shot 

cylinder, anti-clockwise rotation. Some loss of finish to rear of frame. Oversized 

factory wooden handgrips a bit worn. In a basket-weave leather holster and 

belt. Date of manufacture 1980 -1983.

D65 .32 Smith & Wesson 3rd Mod Safety Hammerless R 2500.00

The proverbial Saturday night lemon-squeezer special revolver. Five shot top 

break hammerless action, Safety to top rear of the hand grip. Double action 

only, obviously. In really excellent external condition. Date of manufacture 1909-

1937.

D66 .38 S&W M&P 5" Revolver R 949.00

Barrel length of 5", revolver formed part of the first UDF purchases, chequered 

wooden grips with S&W logo to them, revolver has been refinished with an 

arsenal gun cote type finish. Good plus refinished condition.

D67 9mmp Artillery Luger Pistol R 12500.00

Manufactured by "DWM". No date evident on the receiver ring. Matching 

numbers throughout, standard barrel length of 200mm. Small chip to back of lh 

grip under safety. Pistol does appear to have been reblued at some stage of it's 

life.  Overall good to good plus condition.
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D68 9mmp Artillery Luger Pistol & Stock/Holster R 17500.00

Manufactured DWM 1917, two different serial numbers to the pistol, wooden 

grips, plastic bottomed magazine, reproduction shoulder holster/stock, take 

down tool and cleaning rod. All in good condition.

D69 9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol R 2750.00

Postwar alloy framed variant. Proofed 1971. Mint condition.

D70 9mmp Luger P-08 S/42 1938 Pistol R 8500.00

Manufactured by Mauser Werke Oberndorf 1938. In postwar German service 

holster with spare magazine and take-down tool. Pistol has matching numbers 

throughout, including both magazines. Chequered wooden grips. Waffenamt 

acceptance stamps to rhs, "Eagle over Crown" & "U" proof marks to lhs. 

Good plus refinished condition.

D71 9mmp Luger P-08 Pistol & Holster R 12600.00

Breech marked "1916". All visible parts end in correct partial serial number. 

"DWM" cartouche to toggle arm. Standard 4" (100mm) barrel. Very good 

condition, wooden hand grips 100% chequered, in black leather belt holster 

with a spare magazine. VGC.

D72 9mmp Luger "L.P." P-08 Service Pistol R 17500.00

Plus issue holster, spare magazine and take-down tool. Manufactured "DWM 

1911" without stock lug, it is unquestionably the finest condition Luger we have 

yet encountered and appears to be in virtually unissued condition. Mint bore, 

sharp chequering to grips, crisp straw bluing to take-down lever, trigger and 

safety. Matching numbers throughout but for magazines which do however 

have the correct wooden bases. The only sign of any wear to the bluing is a 

faint loss of finish to the front edge of take-down plate. "L.P.45" marking to the 

bottom of the backstrap, indicating issue to the German South West "Landes 

Polizei".

D73 9nmmp Luger P-08 Service Pistol R 6500.00

Manufactured "Mauser Werke Oberndorf 1937" as evidenced by "byf" code 

and date stamp. Side plate and toggle have different serial numbers to the rest 

of the pistol. Faded blue finish to the metalwork and grips also display some 

carry use. Good overall condition.

D74 7.65mm Luger Pistol R 12500.00

Toggle marked "DWM". Complete with grip safety, dished toggle and 120mm 

barrel. Matching serial number of 18686 to barrel and frame, rack number 17 

applied to frame. The grips also appear to have an issue number burnt into 

them being 12947. "Germany" stamped below the serial number to the frame. 

Correct straw blueing to take down lever, trigger etc. Blued finish shows some 

fading overall but good original overall.

D75 9mmp Browning Hi Power Pistol R 4500.00

Fitted with plain walnut hand grips, otherwise standard blued, good bore to 

barrel. Spare double stacked 13 round magazine. VGC.

D76 9mmp FN-Browning HP Pistol R 5000.00

Very black bluing, a standard Hi-power with wrap-around black rubber 

Pachmayr grips. Missing double stacked magazine, otherwise excellent 

working condition. In an acrylic belt holster. VGC.

D77 7.62mm Yugoslav Mod. Tokarev Pistol R 3500.00

Made 1966, fairly good bore. External hammer. Good black finish allied to black 

polymer hand grips. VGC.

D78 9mmp Star Mod B Super Pistol R 2500.00

A 1911 clone in 9mmp. Big gun with a 4 3/4" (121mm) barrel, has a very good 

bore. Some slight loss of bluing, Brown polymer chequered scales in excellent 

condition. VGC.

D79 .38spl S&W Mod 67-1 Stainless 4" Revolver R 3500.00

Adjustable sights to 4" barrel. Chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them. 

Original factory number has been removed and replaced with sanctions era 

"SK" number. Excellent condition.

D80 6.35mm Finat Pistol R 1250.00

SA manufactured. Some loss of guncote factory type finish overall. Standard 2" 

(50mm) barrelled "Baby" pocket pistol. Right hand scale with a repaired crack. 

Good working condition.
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D81 6.35mm Finat Pistol R 1450.00

Stainless steel manufacture, Inox, typical .25 baby pocket pistol. Vestigial sights 

on a 4" (100mm) frame and a 2" (50mm) barrel. No hold-back mechanism for 

slide. Barrel has a good bore. Good overall condition.

D82 .38spl Llama Ruby Extra Presentation Revolver R 2500.00

Fully engraved presentation grade Ruby revolver manufactured by LLama in 

Spain between 1955 and 1970. Revolver is extensively covered in full scroll 

engraving with nickel plated finish and mother of pearl grips. Frame engraved 

"Ruby Extra" and barrel engraved "38 Long Ctg". The Ruby Extra was a 

close copy of the Smith & Wesson Military & Police revolver. In excellent 

condition overall.

D83 .22lr Llama 6" Blue Revolver R 1250.00

Ribbed 6" barrel with adjustable rear sight, 6 shot cylinder, anticlockwise 

rotation. Chequered wooden grips. Very good plus condition.

D84 7.63mm Mauser Broomhandle Pistol R 7500.00

Serial number 64265 indicates 1903-4 manufacture. Matching numbers 

through out, addition of a "Z8664" serial number below the frame could be a 

Jan Smuts number? Expected wear to bore of pistol, it would appear to have 

been re-blued at some stage in its career.

D85 7.63mm "Bolo" Mauser Broomhandle Pistol R 16500.00

Serial number 453521 indicates late manufacture. Matching numbers though 

out including wooden shoulder stock/holster, smaller grip typical of the Bolo 

model. Pistol is in extremely good condition with a good bore, correct peacock 

blueing to trigger, safety, sights etc and the only wear apparent to the finishes is 

on top of the sight slider where it has rubbed on the shoulder stock. Overall 

excellent condition.

D86 7.63mm Mauser Flatside Large Ring Pistol R 24500.00

A 5 1/2" (140mm) barrelled model, bore looks good. Blued overall, with some 

light rust speckling to the bottom of the magazine and around the barrel. Date 

of manufacture 1901-1902. In usual wooden holster/stock. Good working 

condition.

D87 9mmp Mauser Broomhandle Service Pistol R 25000.00

German WW1 manufacture. A 5 1/2" (140mm) long barrel with a good bore. 

Has developed an overall brownish patina. The standard "9" deeply engraved 

into the wooden pistol grips. In the usual wooden stock/holster which is in good 

shape. Good overall condition. Scarce

D88 .22lr Ruger MK II Pistol - Silenced & Stocked R 2750.00

A heavy 9 1/2" (242mm) barrel, frame with an added mount for a skeleton 

stock, pistol grips missing, usual 10 shot magazine. Good working condition.

D89 12ga Protecta Combat Shotgun R 3500.00

SA made & designed combat shotgun with 12rd. drum magazine, folding stock 

and twistgrip mechanism. Mint condition.

D90 9mmp Rhodesian R76 HMC R 4750.00

The R76 was manufactured by Northwood Developments (Pvt.) Ltd of 

Salisbury. First prototype was released in 1976 and production commenced 

1977. It was offered in both a selective fire variant and semi-auto only model. 

The R76 was described a "Complete weapons system" with a choice of four 

barrel lengths, thirteen, twenty or thirty round magazines, fixed or folding stocks 

and a flash hider, bayonet and bipod. This model has a 25 round magazine, 

telescoping stock, and 6,5" barrel. Good original condition.

D91 12ga Armsel "Striker" Combat Shotgun R 2500.00

Operated with a clockwork wind-up mechanism, the "Striker" is regarded a 

semi-auto and has a 12 round capacity cylinder. Short 11 1/2" (292mm) barrel 

with a cylinder bore. Two pistol grips and folding stock. VGC.

D92 .45 Brescia Revolver R 450.00

Made in Italy an enlisted men's weapon with a folding trigger. The officer's 

version had a trigger guard. Fixed frame with loading gate on the RHS. 6 shot 

cylinder with clockwise rotation. 110mm (4 1/4") octagonal barrel. Metal work 

appears to have been painted black. Revolver is rather "tired". Mechanically 

sound.
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D93 .38s&w Enfield Mk 1* Service Revolver R 750.00

Barrel length of 5", black, ribbed vulcanized issue grips. Manufactured Enfield 

Lock Armoury. Frame has "FTR-53" markings to it indicating factory through 

repair 1953. Good plus arsenal refinished condition.

D94 9mmp BXP HMC R 3750.00

Equipped with factory silencer, under folding stock. Firearm displays some 

wear to the gun cote finish, SA designed and manufactured.

D95 9mmp Cobra HMC R 5500.00

Rhodesian designed and manufactured HMC with folding stock. Uses standard 

Uzi magazines. Good original condition.

D96 7.65mm Walther PPK Pistol - Boxed R 2750.00

In manufacturers box with spare magazine, German made variant. Pistol has 

both original serial number to it and a professionally added WR number to the 

frame. Pistol proofed 1965. Very good plus condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

E1 9mmp Sig-Sauer P320 Pistol - Cased R 9500.00

Polymer frame with tactical rail, hooked trigger guard, ambidextrous safety and 

thumb mag release. Seventeen round magazine. In factory case with 

instruction manual etc. "As new" condition.

E2 9mmp Norinco NP20 Pistol - Boxed R 2500.00

Big heavy gun; slide and frame in matt black and black polymer hand grips. The 

4 1/2" (114mm) barrel has an excellent bore. Adjustable rear sight. Comes with 

a cleaning rod and spare magazine in maker's foam box. VGC.

E3 .38spl Taurus Ultralite 2" Revolver - Boxed R 3000.00

Highly polished black finish, 2" (50mm) snubby with factory soft black rubber 

hand grip, 5 shot cylinder - anticlockwise rotation. In maker's box. A very nice 

carry gun, weighing only 1.32lbs or 0.60kg fully loaded. VVGC.

E4 .40s&w HS-40 Compact Pistol - Cased R 7500.00

Manufactured by HS Produkt in Croatia. Lhs of slide engraved "HS-40" and 

"Sub-compact". Pistol is in brand new and unfired condition in it's original 

case with a short ten round magazine and extended twelve round magazine, 

instruction manual, oil bottle and cleaning rod. This pistol is sold in the USA as 

the Springfield XDM compact.

E5 .357mag Uberti Single Action Revolver R 2500.00

Colt single action clone. Blued steel frame, cylinder and 5 3/8" (136mm) barrel 

which has a good bore, 6 shot cylinder. Back strap and trigger guard of brass, 

plain hardwood hand grips. Good condition.

E6 7mm T/C Thompson Center Arms Super 14 Contender R 9500.00

Contender single shot silhouette pistol with 14" (356mm) barrel, factory wooden 

grip and fore-end plus Pachmayr rubber fore-end. Excellent condition with less 

than 1800 rounds fired. Comes with 200 necked-up Lapua .223. cases and two 

die set that forms 7mm T/Cu cases from .223rem brass in the resizing die.

E7 .44 Euroarms "New Model Army" Revolver R 2950.00

Stainless steel with octagonal 8" barrel and smooth wooden grips. Excellent 

condition.

E8 .357mag Ruger GP100 Revolver R 5500.00

Deep black finish. Wood & rubber factory grips. Adjustable sights to 4" barrel. 

Excellent condition.

E9 .38spl Rossi 2" Blue Revolver R 950.00

Rubber grips, 5 shot, small frame, some holster wear to muzzle and cylinder. 

Good working order.

E10 9mmp Astra A-75 Pistol R 2950.00

Barrel length of 3,3", hooked trigger guard, double action trigger mechanism, 6 

round magazine capacity. Good to good plus condition.

E11 9mmp Glock 19 Pistol R 6500.00

Complete with spare magazine, holding plus 2 rounds. Good to good plus 

condition.

CATEGORY E ~ MODERN HANDGUNS
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E12 .45acp Colt "Race Gun" Pistol R 7500.00

Tasco Propoint red dot sight fitted on mount which is secured to pistol frame, 

extended catch for cocking pistol, 5,5" barrel with compensator fitted to muzzle, 

slide is marked with Colt logo and markings to LHS, and marked "Combat 

Government Model" to RHS. Slide and barrel are mounted to a double stack 

frame with extended slide release, beaver tail and skeleton hammer fitted to it. 

Good to good plus condition.

E13 .44spl Taurus Stainless 4" Revolver R 5500.00

Rubber Pachmayr grips Adjustable sights to ribbed 4" barrel. Excellent 

condition.

Lot Lot Description Recommended 

Retail Price

Estimate

F1 .22lr FN Presentation Semi-Auto Rifle - Cased R 6000.00

The well known take-down. This example with a silvered action profusely 

engraved with setters flushing pheasants on the sides and a retriever with a 

rabbit on the top all surrounded with foliate scrollwork. Standard round tapered 

19 3/16" (486mm) barrel has a good bore and adjustable rear sight, blade front 

sight. Wood of good quality, colour and figure. Skip line chequered to pistol grip 

sides and wrap-around pattern on forearm. Some scratching and denting to the 

wood, otherwise VGC. Case is a bespoke item in leather and wood.

F2 .22lr Voere Bolt Action Rifle R 2950.00

A 54cm (21 3/16") slim round barrel with a good bore. Hooded front sight and 

tangent rear sight. Bolt action with a 5 shot magazine. The characteristic Voere 

stock with angular forearm of plain straight-grained walnut. VGC.

F3 .22lr Krico Sporting Rifle R 2950.00

A 60cm (23 5/8") medium round tapered barrel has an excellent bore and is 

fitted with a ramped blade front sight and tangent rear sight. A bolt action with a 

5 shot magazine. The hard wood stock with 20LPI chequering to the pistol grip 

sides. Gun appears to be barely used. VVGC.

F4 .22lr Remington" Fieldmaster" Pump-Action Rifle R 2450.00

A 24" (610mm) round tapered barrel with a fairly good bore. Gun has seen 

some loss of finish due to usual use. A typical USA small bore pump gun. Good 

working condition.

F5 .22lr Ruger M77 Rifle R 6500.00

The 20" (508mm) round tapered barrel is threaded at the muzzle for a sound 

moderator, no iron sights. Bolt action with rails to take scope bases, fitted with 

the Ruger rotary magazine. Dark walnut stock with chequering to forearm and 

pistol grip. VVGC.

F6 .22mag Ruger M77 Rifle R 6500.00

The 50cm (19 3/4") round tapered barrel has an excellent bore and has a 

Redfield 3-9 variable scope fitted. No iron sights. Bolt action with the Ruger 

rotary magazine. The medium coloured walnut stock with figure and 20LPI 

chequering to pistol grip and forearm panels. Excellent condition.

F7 .22lr Brno Mod 2-E Rifle - Scoped R 3500.00

Rifle proofed 1988. Open sights and muzzle threaded for silencer to 24" barrel. 

Bavarian styled stock. Nikko Stirling Gold Crown 6x40 scope fitted. Slide 

removed from rear sight to make way for scope. Very good plus condition.

F8 .22lr FN Rifle R 750.00

Single shot, bolt action. The 60cm (23 5/8") round barrel with a ramped front 

blade sight and adjustable rear folding sight, bore is very good. Breech is 

stamped with the "FN" logo. Bolt requires manual cocking. The one piece 

walnut stock chequered to semi pistol grip and wrap-around on forearm, 

straight grained walnut. Good condition. Ideal "boys" rifle.

CATEGORY F ~ COLLECTOR LONGARMS
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F9 .22lr Unique Semi-Auto Rifle R 1950.00

Push rod at forearm tip for loading. 5 round box magazine. 60cm (23 1/2") 

barrel with muzzle threaded for a sound moderator, bore good. Ramp front 

sight, 4x40 scope fitted. Plain forearm and butt. LOP 13 7/8" (353mm) to the 

black polymer butt plate with a white line spacer. Receiver grooved for scope 

bases. All-steel action. Take-down model. Excellent condition.

F10 .22lr BSA Martini International Mk II Target Rifle R 4950.00

Final model of a long line of .22 BSA Martini target rifles. Massive 29 1/4" 

(740mm) barrel of 1" ((25mm) diameter has a pretty good bore and has mounts 

for sights. Metal work nicely blued. Action with a very light trigger-pull. Walnut 

stock of well figured wood, in excellent condition.  Complete with tunnel 

foresight and PH26B adjustable dioptre peep rear target sight. VVGC.

F11 .22lr Winchester M69A Bolt-Action Rifle R 2750.00

Bolt action sporting rifle with 10 shot magazine, 25" barrel and open sights. 

Original finish to metal work which is in good plus condition. Plain walnut hard 

wood stock. Overall good plus condition.

F12 .22lr Anschutz Mod 1450 Sporting Rifle R 4500.00

Bolt action with 10 shot magazine, 19,5" barrel fitted with open sights, 

chequered fore end and wrist, Monte Carlo type butt with cheek piece. 

Excellent condition.

F13 .22lr Browning Lever-Action Rifle R 5500.00

Barrel stamped "Made in Japan, Miroku". and is 20" (510mm) long, its bore is 

excellent. Varnished stock and forearm of medium coloured walnut with some 

figure. Fitted with iron sights and a no-name scope marked "Nitrogen gas Port". 

VVGC.

F14 .22lr Voere AM180 Semi-Auto Rifle R 5500.00

Breech marked "American International Corp, SLC Utah USA". The 17" 

(432mm) barrel has a very good bore. Horizontal circular magazine of 100 

rounds capacity. Stock forearm and pistol grip of brown polymer. Popular in 

Rhodesia for defence purposes. Good condition.

F15 .22lr Browning Semi-Auto Take-Down Rifle R 2500.00

The tapered round 19 1/4" (495mm) barrel has a good bore and is fitted with a 

blade front sight and fixed rear sight. The plain forearm of straight grained 

walnut, as is the stock. Usual tubular magazine in the butt - 14 rd 22lr cartridge 

capacity.

F16 .22lr Winchester Mod 250 Lever-Action Rifle R 3500.00

Seldom encountered in SA, the rifle has 20,75" barrel with open sights, full-

length tubular magazine and a receiver that is milled for scope mounting. 

Chequered fore-end and wrist. Some loss to underside of action otherwise 

good to good plus condition.

F17 No Item

F18 .22lr Mauser MS350B Target Rifle R 4500.00

Relatively scarce target rifle. The 68cm (26 3/4") round tapered barrel has a 

good bore and is fitted with a ramp blade sight and tangent rear. Action 

stamped "Mauser" over the breech. 5 shot box magazine. The walnut stock 

with the "Mauser" stamped into the RHS of the butt. Flat-top chequering to the 

pistol grip sides and a big wrap-around forearm pattern. Date of manufacture 

1934. VVGC.

F19 .22lr Mauser MS420 Sport/Target Rifle R 3750.00

The heavy barrelled version, 685mm (27") with a fairly good bore, and with a 

ramped blade front sight and a tangent rear. Mini-Mauser bolt action with a 5 

shot box magazine. The stock with characteristic finger grooves and the 

Mauser cartouche impressed into the righthand side of the stock. VGC.

F20 .22lr Mauser Mod MN410B Rifle R 2500.00

The 60cm (23 5/8") round tapered barrel is fitted with a ramp front sight and 

tangent rear, bore is good. "Mauser" stamped over action breech, box 

magazine is missing. Stock of a light coloured hardwood has a large repair to 

the rear. Typical chequering pattern to pistol grip, forearm is plain. Date of 

manufacture 1934. Good working condition.
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F21 8x60 Double Square Oberndorf Mauser Type B Rifle R 50000.00

Original Oberndorf Model B bolt action manufactured in 1936-1937. Extremely 

rare double square bridge action with solid left sidewall. Rifle has a 24" round 

medium weight barrel, LHS of action is marked "Mauser Werke A. G. 

Oberndorf A/n". Matching numbers throughout including stock. Original finish 

on metal and wood, original Mauser butt plate. Rifle is listed in Jon Speed's 

book "Mauser Original Oberndorf Sporting Rifles". The 8x60 Magnum was 

loaded at 15% higher pressures than the normal 8x60 putting it in the same 

class as the .300H&H. Excellent condition.

F22 7x57 Oberndorf Mauser Type B Sporting Rifle R 19500.00

Round tapered barrel with ramp front sight and tangent rear sight, 60cm (23 

1/2") long with a good bore. Standard military 98 action with breech stamped 

"Waffenfabrik Mauser A-G 1911". Straight grained walnut stock with 22LPI 

flat-top chequering to semi-pistol grip sides, fore arm is plain. Very good 

condition.

F23 8x57 Oberndorf Mauser Type B Afrika Model Rifle R 25000.00

The 70cm (27 1/2") octagonal barrel has a substantial top rib which sports a 

ramp front sight and a tangent rear sight. The bore is good. The "98 action 

stamped "Mauser" over the breech. The medium coloured walnut stock has an 

extra long forearm and is of straight grained wood. Chequering to pistol grip 

sides and wrap-around forearm pattern. Date of manufacture 1936. Good to 

good plus condition.

F24 8x57 Mauser Type A  Afrika Model Rifle R 37500.00

A scarce model Mauser 71cm (28") octagonal tapered barrel with an integral 

top rib which has a ramp front sight and a standing V sight with four folding 

blades out to 500 metres. The bore is good. The action tapped for scope 

mounts, the floorplate with an opening lever. The straight-grained walnut stock 

has a minimal cheekpiece typically extended forearm - about 3/4 of the barrel 

length and tipped with ebony. Flat-top chequering wrap-around patterns to both 

pistol grip and forearm. VGC.

F25 9x57 Mauser Type M Carbine R 75000.00

A very rare Mauser, 50cm (19 5/8") barrel  has a ramp front sight but rear sight 

is removed and a peep sight installed over the rear of the breech, rear sight is 

included. The bore is sound. The standard commercial action has a "butter 

knife" shaped handle, and double set triggers are fitted. The magazine floor 

plate with opening lever. The full length stock of well coloured walnut with 

contrasting figure, is chequered to 24LPI to pistol grip (which has a metal cap) 

sides and small wrap-around forearm pattern.  A small cheekpiece is present. 

Date of manufacture 1924-1925. Very good condition.

F26 10.75x68 Mauser Type B Rifle R 38500.00

Heavy tapered round barrel 60cm (23 5/8") long with a good bore. Has a 

hooded ramp front sight and a single V standing rear sight with three folding 

blades. The commercial 98 action with teardrop handle and floorplate with 

opening lever. The walnut stock of pleasing colour and figure with a small 

cheekpiece, is chequered to the pistol grip, forearm is plain. 300 rounds of 

ammo come with the gun.  Date of manufacture 1924. Very good condition.

F27 9.3x62 Oberndorf Mauser Type B Rifle R 22500.00

Slim 60cm (23 5/8") round tapered barrel with a good bore, usual ramp front 

and tangent rear sights, commercial 98 action tapped and threaded for scope 

mounts. Magazine floorplate with opening lever. Interesting speckled walnut, 

chequered to pistol grip, forearm left plain. Date of manufacture 1930-1931. 

VVGC.

F28 9.3x62 Mauser A-Type Double Square Bridge Rifle R 55000.00

A very rare action. The 60cm (23 5/8") barrel has a good bore and the usual 

ramp front sight. The rear sight a standing V plus four folding blades out to 500 

metres. Action with front reinforcing cross bolt only. The stock of medium 

coloured walnut with a fair amount of figure and a horn fore tip. Chequered to 

22LPI to pistol grip sides and a wrap-around forearm pattern, Some wear to 

finish on mag floorplate and trigger guard. Date of manufacture 1932-1933 

VVGC.
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F29 8x57 Oberndorf Mauser Octagonal Barrel Rifle R 22500.00

A long slim 24" (610mm) octagonal barrel with a small front sight and a tangent 

rear sight, has a good bore. The commercial 98 action with "Waffenfabrik 

Mauser - Oberndorf  A/N" on the left hand side, is in very good condition. The 

rather dark walnut stock has a small cheekpiece and a red Silver's butt pad. 

The black grip cap has taken a bit of a beating. The flat-top chequering to 

20LPI is still effective. Overall VGC.

F30 9.3x62 Type B Mauser Oberndorf Octagonal Barrel  Rifle R 35000.00

Sporting rifle with a 24" (610mm) octagonal barrel with ramp front sight and 

tangent rear sight fitted to the very slight top rib. Rare commercial single square 

bridge action. Walnut stock with chequering on pistol grip and wrap-around fore 

end with slight schnabel. Rifle is in a good plus condition, bore good. Date of 

manufacture 1930 - 1931. Serial number 110011. Listed in Jon Speed's 

Mauser book.

F31 .22 Hornet Winchester Mod 70 Rifle - Pre 64 R 22500.00

A round tapered 60cm (23 5/8") barrel with a good bore. Ramp front sight, rear 

sight removed and a Weaver K4-1 scope fitted. Straight grained walnut stock 

with flat-top chequering to panels on forearm and pistol grip sides. A heavy gun 

for the calibre. Date of manufacture 1947. VGC.

F32 .300H&H Winchester Mod 70 Rifle - Pre 64 R 27500.00

A 65cm (25 1/2") round tapered barrel with a very good bore, ramp front sight, 

folding V rear sight, slightly adjustable. Action drilled and tapped for scope 

mounts. Medium straight-grained walnut stock with a slight Monte Carlo comb. 

Flat-top chequering to panels on pistol grip and forearm. Date of manufacture 

1941. VGC.

F33 .375H&H Winchester Mod 70 Rifle - Pre 64 R 25000.00

A medium weight round tapered barrel 25" (635mm) long, bore is good. Fitted 

with single standing V rear sight and ramp front sight. Action drilled and tapped 

for scope bases. Medium straight-grained walnut stock. Flat-top chequering to 

panels on pistol grip and forearm sides. Sling swivels removed. Date of 

manufacture 1947. VGC.

F34 .375H&H Winchester Mod 70 Rifle - Pre 64 R 25000.00

A  24 3/4" (628mm) medium round tapered barrel with a hooded ramp front 

sight and standing V rear sight with three folding blades. Magazine floor plate 

and trigger guard roughly engraved with scroll work. Slight Monte Carlo bump 

to comb of stock which is of straight grained walnut. Flat-top chequering to 

panels on forearm and pistol grip. Date of manufacture 1945. VGC.

F35 .375H&H Winchester Mod 70 Rifle - Pre 64 R 25000.00

A  24 3/4" (628mm) medium round tapered barrel with a good bore and fitted 

with a hooded ramp front sight and  a rotating two blade rear V sight. A Leupold 

scope of 1.75x to 6x is fitted. Stock of medium coloured walnut and straight 

grained with some figure, has flat-top chequering to panels on forearm and 

pistol grip. Date of manufacture 1956. VGC.

F36 .300sav Savage M99 Take-Down Rifle R 4500.00

Take-down model. A  24" (610mm) round slightly tapered barrel with a fairly 

good bore. Fixed front sight and adjustable rear sight.  Lever action repeater. 

Chequered fore-end and pistol grip . Repaired chip to fore-end. Solid butt plate. 

Good to good plus professionally refinished condition..

F37 .22HP Savage M99 Rifle R 4500.00

A barrel length of 20" and a straight grip. Very good professionally refinished 

condition.

F38 .250/3000 Savage Mod 40 Rifle R 3750.00

Bolt action with short Mauser-type extractor, tapped for scope base. The 22" 

(558mm) round tapered barrel has a reasonable bore, front sight blade 

damaged, rear sight adjustable. The straight-grained walnut stock has been  

chequered, with flat-top chequering of between 13 and 14 LPI, .Sound working 

condition. A very desirable caliber with virtually no recoil.
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F39 .303sav Savage Mod 99 Lever-Action Rifle R 3950.00

A  26" (660mm) round slightly tapered barrel with a fair to good bore. Folding 

front sight and adjustable rear sight.  Lever action repeater. Pistol grip stock of 

straight grained slightly figured walnut, curved metal butt plate. Forearm of plain 

walnut. Possible reblue. Good working condition.

F40 6.5x54mm Mannlicher Mod 1903 Take-Down Rifle R 12500.00

Half-stock takedown Mod 1903 with open sights to 22,75" barrel which has two 

leaf rear sight and ramp fore-sight. Rifle has folding tang peep and also has a 

sighting arrangement to the cocking piece on the bolt. Wrap-around chequering 

to fore-end, two panel chequering to grip, small cheekpiece to butt and typical 

Mannlicher type butt trap with original five piece cleaning rods to it. Rifle has 

been professionally refinished and is in good plus condition.

F41 6.5mm Mannlicher Mod 1903 Full-Stock Carbine R 19500.00

The 18" (458mm) barrel has a good bore and fitted with a ramp front sight and 

standing V rear sight with one folding leaf. A  German "Gerard" scope is fitted 

to the action, the rear leg being offset to avoid the bolt. The iron sights can still 

be used under the scope. Made by Steyr with typical rotary magazine, smooth 

as silk bolt and butter knife bolt handle. Double set triggers. Stock with 

contrasting figure and colour. Flat-top chequering to sides of the pistol grip and 

a wrap-around forearm pattern. Metal butt plate. VVGC

F42 6.5x54mm Mannlicher Mod 1903 Full-Stock Rifle R 17500.00

Scarce to find this in a full-stock rifle configuration. Full-stock barrel of 24", with 

tangent rear sight graduated to 2000m. Sidewall  of action marked "Steyr 

1912". Wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to grip. 

Small cheek piece to butt which is equipped with typical Mannlicher butt trap. 

Metalwork has been professionally refinished, good to good plus overall 

condition.

F43 8x68S Steyr Mod NO Rifle R 28500.00

On the Mannlicher action with rotary magazine. The 65cm (25 1/2") round 

tapered barrel has a good bore and a hooded ramp front sight, rear sight 

removed and a Pecar Variable 3-7x 35 scope fitted, rear leg offset to clear the 

bolt. Medium colour walnut stock with a small cheekpiece and some figure with 

wrap-around forearm chequering pattern and panels on the pistol grip sides. 

VGC.

F44 6.5mm Mannlicher Mod 1956 Carbine R 22500.00

With an 18" (458mm) barrel with a ramp front sight and a standing V rear sight 

with one folding blade. Action with super-smooth bolt, butter knife bolt handle 

and rotary magazine. A Daivari-D 1.5-6x scope fitted with the rear leg offset to 

clear the bolt. Double set triggers. The stock of lighter walnut but with lots of 

barring and figure, with a Monte Carlo cheekpiece and white line spacers to the 

pistol grip and polymer butt plate. Flat top chequering to 18LPI on the forearm 

and pistol grip sides. The last of the classic Mannlicher"s rifles which were still 

constructed solely of wood and steel, before the onset of plastics. VG+ 

condition.

F45 .375H&H Steyr Mod S Rifle R 14000.00

Modern version of the Mannlicher, retaining the rotary magazine and butter 

knife bolt handle. A 64cm (25 1/4") heavy round barrel with ramp front sight and 

single standing rear V sight. A Tasco 4x32 scope is fitted. The walnut stock with 

rosewood tip, skip line chequering and elevated cheekpiece, has a repaired 

crack through the LHS side of the action rear, otherwise in good working order.

F46 .270win Steyr Mod M Rifle R 13500.00

Modern Mannlicher action, retaining the iconic bolt handle and modernised 

rotary magazine. The 23 1/2" (597mm) round tapered barrel has a ramped front 

sight and a single standing V rear sight. The bore is good. A Redfield 2x-7x 

scope is fitted. The stock of straight grained walnut shows skip line chequering 

to forearm and pistol grip, allied to white line spacers at rosewood fore-tip and 

pistol grip cap as well as to ventilated butt recoil pad makes it ideal for the 

American market. VGC
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F47 9.5x57 Steyr Mod 1910 Take-Down Rifle R 13500.00

A 60cm (23 5/8") round tapered barrel with a good bore and a ramped front 

sight allied to a single folding rear sight blade. The action is beautiful and the 

ingenious folding peep sight a joy. The knobbed pin with a detente at the front 

of the forearm is part of a quick disassembly process, remove it, then turning 

the magazine through 1/4 turn and removing it allows the stock and barrel to 

separate. Good colour walnut, albeit straight-grained, with flat-top chequering to 

pistol grip sides and a wrap-around forearm pattern completes the gun. The 

butt pad needs replacement. VVGC.

F48 .22 Hornet Brno ZKW465 Rifle R 6500.00

A nicely styled rifle, the slim round tapered 22 1/2" (572mm) barrel has a good 

bore. Fitted with a ramped blade front sight and a standing V rear with a folding 

leaf sight on either side. The little "Mini-Mauser" action is great and is grooved 

for a scope. The 5 shot magazine has a Q-D catch on the trigger guard. The 

darkish stock could do with a pick-me-up. Proofed 1949. Good to good plus 

condition.

F49 .22 Hornet Winchester M43 Rifle R 5500.00

The round tapered barrel with ramped bead front sight and adjustable rear 

sight, 24 1/2" (622mm) long with a good bore. Bolt action with a 5 shot box 

magazine. The stock of good medium coloured walnut, straight-grained. VVGC.

F50 .22 Hornet BSA Rifle R 3000.00

Built on the SMLE action. The 64cm (25 1/4") round tapered barrel has a fairly 

good bore. Fitted with a ramp front sight and a tangent rear sight.  Flat-top 

chequering to  12LPI.  Good working condition.

F51 .22 Hornet Brno ZKW 465 Rifle R 4500.00

A 22 1/2" (572mm) round tapered barrel with ramped front sight and standing V 

rear sight with two folding leaves. The 465 action grooved for scope mounts, 

lovely mini-Mauser action. The stock mainly straight grained but with some 

figure, flat-top chequering to forearm and pistol grip panels, black polymer butt 

plate. Proofed 1949. VVGC.

F52 .222rem Sako L46 Rifle R 9500.00

A 60cm (23 5/8") round tapered barrel with a good bore, has a ramp front sight 

and a sliding tangent rear sight. Scope bases and 1" rings are fitted to a 

"Mikekroscope" 4x40 scope. The stock of  walnut with chequered fore-end 

grip . A classic styled with cheekpiece and grip cap. Good to good plus 

condition with some slight scratches to woodwork.

F53 .220swift Husqvarna Rifle R 6500.00

Built by Husqvarna on the FN produced commercial M98 action with solid 

sidewall. Barrel length of 24" with ramp foresight and three-leaf rear sight. 

Fitted with Lynx 3-9x40 riflescope. Low-scope safety of 45 degree fitted to bolt. 

Schnabel to fore-end, two panel chequering to pistol-grip and fore-end. Grip 

cap, cheekpiece and ventilated recoil pad to butt. Good overall condition.

F54 6.5x57 Brno Mod 21 Rifle R 7500.00

The 56cm (22") round tapered barrel has a ramp front sight and a rear standing 

V sight with one folding blade. Rifle proofed 1947. The Mauser type action fitted 

with a Redfield 4x-12x scope, and has a butter knife bolt handle. Double set 

triggers. The walnut stock has some colour, figure and grain. VGC.

F55 .243win Brno ZKK601 Rifle R 8500.00

A 60cm (23 5/8") round tapered barrel with a ramp front sight and a folding two 

blade V rear sight, with a good bore. Bolt action fitted with an "Electro-Point 

Hakko 4x40 Golden Eagle" scope. The walnut stock has colour and figure, flat-

topped chequering to 16LPI at pistol grip and forearm sides. A contrasting 

forearm tip and pistol grip cap have, alas, white line spacers. Gun proofed 

1975. VVGC.
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F56 .270win Browning Bar Semi-Auto Rifle R 9500.00

The 22" (558mm) round tapered barrel has a good bore and is fitted with a 

folding rear V sight and a ramped front sight. A Weaver 3x-9x scope is fitted. 

Action sides show a pronghorn on one side and a stag on the other, both lightly 

engraved. The walnut stock is of good colour and sports some 22LPI 

chequering. The forearm ditto, but it has a repaired crack to the top LHS at the 

back and an incipient crack at the left front of the magazine. Otherwise in good 

working order.

F57 .270win Schultz & Larsen M60 Rifle R 9500.00

Rebarrelled by Musgrave, a 60cm (23 5/8") round slim tapered barrel has an 

excellent bore. The S & L action, is surmounted by a Redfield  Accu-Ranger, 

Revenge, Varmint, 4x-12x scope. The walnut stock with reasonable colour and 

some figure. VVGC.

F58 7x57 Mauser Rifle By V.C.R. Schilling R 7500.00

An octagonal tapered tube of 70cm (27 1/2") length with a good bore is 

surmounted by a ramped front sight and a tangent rear sight. The "98 action 

supports a Bushnell 3x-9x  The well-coloured walnut stock with barring, figure 

and contrasting colour has a semi-pistol grip and has 22LPI chequering to this. 

The fore arm is plain. VGC.

F59 7x57 Ruger No. 1 Falling-Block Rifle R 16500.00

The 22" (558mm) round tapered barrel has a big front sight ramp, the rear iron 

sight folded down to give space to the massive Leupold scope. The bore is very 

good. The walnut stock and forearm are chequered to 22LPI in panels on the 

sides of the pistol grip and forearm, the colour is good but an elastic cartridge 

holder band obscures most of the wood. Previous owner must have been left-

handed as the cartridge pouches are on the LHS of the stock.

F60 7mm rem Ruger No.1 Falling-Block Rifle R 16500.00

The 26" (660mm) round tapered barrel has a good bore and a very high front 

sight ramp. The adjustable single blade rear sight is atop a quarter ramp which 

is tapped and threaded for mounting scope bases. The walnut stock of good 

colour and demonstrating some barring and figure. Overall VVGC.

F61 .270win Remington Arms Mod 700 Rifle R 9500.00

A 25 1/4"(640mm) round tapered barrel with a good bore and a hooded ramped 

front sight, rear sight removed. A Redfield Illuminator 3x-9x scope sits atop the 

action. The walnut stock of plain straight-grained wood, shows skip line 

chequering  to panels at the pistol grip and forearm. A contrasting darker wood 

is used for the forearm tip and the skeletonised grip cap which has ordinary 

22LPI chequering inside it. The inevitable white line spacers are present, also 

to the butt pad which is showing its age. Good plus condition.

F62 .270win Musgrave Mod 80 Rifle R 11500.00

Scoped with Tasco 3-12 x40 scope, rear sight removed to make provision for 

rifle scope, ramp fore sight to barrel. Rifle has a light walnut stock with two 

panel chequering to both fore end and grip. Grip has a Musgrave grip cap to it 

and butt has a Musgrave ventilated recoil pad fitted. Very good bore, high 

percentage original blueing, stock displays some very light scratches to finish.

F63 .308win Musgrave Vrystaat Mk III Rifle R 9500.00

The 65cm (25 5/8") round tapered barrel has an excellent bore and mounts a 

ramp front sight and an adjustable rear V sight. The action supports a  Lynx 3x-

9x scope. The walnut stock is of darker walnut but with some good figure. The 

lighter wood contrasting pistol grip cap and forearm tip. The skip line 

chequering patterns are evocative of arrows and also somewhat strange. 

VVGC.
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F64 .30-06spr Musgrave Mod 2000 Rifle R 11500.00

The 25 1/2" (650mm) round tapered barrel  has a good bore and sports a 

ramped front sight  and a standing V rear sight with a single folding blade. A 

Tasco 4x40 scope surmounts the action which shows on its LHS "Lyttleton". 

The walnut stock with peculiar mottling has slightly contrasting forearm tip and 

pistol grip cap. The chequering is good 22LPI work with a large wrap-around 

pattern on the forearm and well shaped panels to the pistol grip sides. There is 

a slight Monte Carlo bump added to a cheekpiece. One of Musgrave"s more 

sought after actions.  VGC.

F65 .30-06spr Ferlach Custom M98 Rifle R 16500.00

Built on a DWM 98 action which has a tang mounted safety. The 24" (610mm) 

round barrel  has a good bore and is fitted with a removable hood on the 

ramped front sight and a standing V sight with a folding blade on either side. 

Over this is a large Zeiss Daivari -Z 2.5 - 10x52 scope. Double set triggers are 

fitted and the forearm metallic tip, the triggers and floorplate opening lever as 

well as the bolt retention lug, the safety catch, grip cap and spare ammo holder 

in the heel of the stock are all gold plated. The stock is of pleasingly dark and 

figured walnut, skip line chequered and fitted with a large cheekpiece. VVGC.

F66 8x68 Waffen Leuthner Custom Rifle R 24500.00

Custom built rifle by Waffen Leuthner of Saltzburg utilising a Boehler barrel and 

M98 Mauser double trigger action. Open sights to 26" barrel, butter knife bolt 

handle, tang safety and push button release to magazine floor plate. Shotgun 

type trigger guard to house double triggers. Very extensive engraving to action, 

floor plate, bolt handle, knox form and sight base. Highly ornate oak leaf type 

engraving to fore end, pistol grip, rear of butt and Bavarian styled cheek piece. 

Ebonite dark tips to grip cap and fore end tip. Highly ornate rifle in mint 

condition built on highly figured stock.

F67 9.3x62 Jurie Majoor Custom Rifle R 45000.00

Built on a FN Mauser 98 action. The 60cm (23 1/2") round barrel with an 

excellent bore, ramp front sight with removable hood, standing V rear sight with 

one folding blade. Majoor logo to the barrel. Over the action is a Leupold M8 -

4X 4x32 with quick detachable EAW mounts. The magazine floor plate has a 

kudu bull in relief - a nice touch. The stock with good colour, figure and contrast  

has 22LPI chequering to a full wrap-around multi-point pattern on the forearm 

and to two panels at the pistol grip. Very clean and classic lines. Jurie Majoor"s 

reputation as a rifle-builder speaks for itself. VVGC.

F68 .375H&H Ferlach Semi-Custom M98 Rifle R 11500.00

The 24" (610mm) round tapered barrel has no iron sights fitted. Scope bases 

are in place over the action which is a 98 FN type with a solid sidewall and side 

safety. Barrel bore is new and pristine. Stock is of a light coloured walnut with 

strange flecking in wavy ribbons. Plain and unchequered. VGC.

F69 .375H&H FN Browning Rifle R 14500.00

Action marked "Fab. Nat. d" Armes de Guerre", and a large "FN" over the 

breech. A 24" (610mm) round barrel, medium heavy profile, has a excellent 

bore. Ramp front sight with removable hood, rear sight a single adjustable 

folding V blade. Action is fitted with Q-D scope sight bases. The stock of lightish 

walnut with lots of figure, double recoil cross-bolts under the action. A large 

cheekpiece and butt extended to a LOP of  14 5/8" (572mm) to the ventilated 

butt pad end. VVGC.

F70 .303brit  P-14 Sporting Rifle R 3750.00

A  26" (660mm) round tapered barrel. The bore is good. Front sight a ramped 

blade, rear sight a ladder out to 1800yds. There is an unusual supplementary 

peep-sight over the rear of the action. The stock of good walnut with contrasting 

figure, chequered to 18 LPI flat-top over forearm wrap-around pattern and to 

pistol grip panels. There is no makers name to the rifle but it was obviously 

professionally done. British commercial proofs to barrel. Very clean lines to 

stock. VGC.
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F71 .303brit BSA  P-14 Sporting Rifle R 3750.00

The 24" (610mm) barrel is round, tapered and without iron sights, the bore is 

good. A  Tasco 3x-9x scope is fitted over the sporting P-14 action with slightly 

cranked bolt handle and side safety. The medium coloured straight-grained 

walnut stock has a large cheekpiece and is chequered at the pistol grip sides. 

Rifle is sighted for 215gr. bullet. Grip cap and butt plate of black polymer, both 

sport white line spacers. VGC.

F72 .303brit BSA P-14 Sporting Rifle R 3750.00

Another 24" (610mm) round tapered barrel, this with a hooded ramped front 

sight and an adjustable rear sight. The sporter P-14 action with side safety is 

drilled and tapped for scope mounts. Rifles is sighted for 215gr. bullet. The 

medium coloured straight-grained walnut stock has a slight Schnabel tip and a 

large cheekpiece, it is chequered on both sides of the grip. Black polymer grip 

cap and butt plate show white line spacers. VGC.

F73 .303brit Lee Speed Sporting Rifle - Pre 1898 R 6500.00

The 25" (635mm) round, slim, tapered barrel has a good bore and has a short 

ramp front sight plus a standing V sight with 2 folding blades. The action base 

is engraved with scrollwork around "BSA. Co" on the right-hand side. A 5 shot 

magazine is fitted. The two-part stock of matching dark walnut with good figure. 

20LPI chequering to the grip sides and to the forearm panels. VGC.

F74 .303brit Lee Speed Sporter Rifle - Pre 1898 R 7500.00

Sporting rifle manufactured by the BSA Co. with a dust cover marked to the 

"Army & Navy Co-Op Society". Barrel length of 27" with five leaf rear sight, 

sling swivel and hooded foresight to barrel. Flat bolt handle, five round 

magazine and scroll engraving to action. Sliding tang safety to grip. Horn fore-

end tip and wrap-around chequering to fore-end. Pistol grip butt with two-panel 

chequering, horn grip cap, steel butt plate and escutcheon plate to butt. All in 

good original condition.

F75 .450 Alex Henry Falling-Block Rifle R 42500.00

The 27 1/2" (70cm) round tapered barrel  with a low bead front sight and 

standing V rear sight, has an excellent bore. Barrel marked  "Alex. Henry, 

Edinburgh and London". The external hammer with a safety slide on  the plain 

action with an edge border and "Patent No.1475" on the top. The opening 

lever with a push-button catch. The stock of beautiful coloured walnut with 

plenty of figure, contrast and barring, a small chip off the forearm left front top 

badly glued almost into place. The chequering perfectly executed in the 

extensive wrap-around forearm multi-point pattern and in 2 panels on the pistol 

grip, professionally re-blued. VGC.

F76 .300sher William Evans Falling Block Rifle - Cased R 55000.00

On a true small Farquharson action. The 25 3/4" (653mm) round tapered barrel 

with a good bore, three folding blade rear sight (50, 100 & 200 yds), blade front 

sight (plus a spare). The action with typical gold inlayed "Locked" on the RHS 

with fine small scrollwork, and "300 Sherwood" on LHS. Tang safety and peep 

sight on the nose of the comb. Hand detachable barrel with takedown lever on 

RHS of action. Dark walnut stock chequered to 22LPI at the pistol grip and 

wrapped-around forearm pattern. LOP to metal butt plate 14 1/8" (360mm). 

Gun in an excellent condition. Lining to case is sadly moth-eaten, but externally 

good.

F77 .425 Westley Richards A-Type Rifle R 60000.00

A heavy, round tapered barrel with a folding hood incorporating a low-viz sight 

over a bead front sight. The rear sight two folding V blades, to 150 and 250 

yards. On the LHS of the breech is "Westley Richards .425 Magnum 

Express". Matting at the action's top and some light scrollwork over the action 

surface, with cut-out on the left wall. Magazine floor plate with some scroll 

engraving and over the release lever and trigger guard. The handsome stock of 

very good colour with figure and contrast has 22LPI chequering to a wrap 

around pattern on the forearm and to each side of the pistol grip. A small 

cheekpiece and a Silver's pad completes the stock. LOP is 13 3/4" (349mm). 

VGC.
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F78 .375H&H Holland & Holland Rifle R 115000.00

Built on a M98 Mauser action which is drilled and tapped for scope mount 

bases. The 24" (610mm) round tapered barrel has a swivelling hood over the 

front sight and a standing V sight with one folding blade for 350yds.The bore is 

excellent. A fixed magazine floorplate. Stock has a single cross-bolt under the 

breech, straight-grained walnut with colour and figure, butt extended by 1" to a 

Silvers pad, making the LOP  14 7/8" (379mm), chequering to 22LPI to panels 

on pistol grip sides and a wrap-around forearm pattern. VVGC

F79 .450 No 2 Westley Richards Falling Block Rifle R 55000.00

The action patented by Deeley and Edge while employed by Westley Richards, 

and while similar externally to the Farquharson, differs markedly internally. 

Again a very strong action with the block moving vertically with buttresses on 

each side in the rear. The 28" (712mm) round tapered medium weight barrel 

has a very good bore, it is marked "Westley Richards & Co. London.", the 

knox form with a triangle. The left hand side of the action with "Westley 

Richards & Co. London." under another triangle. The underlever gracefully 

curved and with a retaining catch, the trigger safety along the top of the trigger 

guard. The front sight a low mounted bead and the rear sight a standing V with 

4 folding blades out to 400yds and a ladder to 1200yds.The stock of good 

coloured walnut and chequered to 22 LPI, to both sides of the pistol grip, whose 

cap is a black ebonite disc. The forearm's chequering pattern a wrap-around 

over most of the wood with a horn cap to the front. VGC.

F80 .416rigby Brno Custom Rifle R 22500.00

Heavy 23 1/2" (597mm) barrel, threaded for a muzzle brake. Custom gun with 

replacement barrel, iron sights. CZ 550 magnum action, with reinforcing cross 

bolts fore and aft. Laminated stock of grey shades of wood. Gun appears 

unused. VVGC.

F81 .450/400 Westley Richards Falling Block Rifle R 55000.00

Built on a Farquharson action. The heavy 27" (686mm) barrel has an excellent 

bore. The bead front sight on an exaggerated matted ramp - 6 1/2" (165mm) 

long. The rear sight on a quarter rib with a standing V and 3 folding blades out 

to 400yds, plus a short ladder to 1800yds. The action fully colour case-

hardened, side safety lever with "Safe" inlaid in gold. Trigger guard tang 

extends to the ebonite grip cap, the top tang similarly lengthened. Action plain 

but for an engraved border. The stock and forearm of matching walnut with 

figure, contrast and barring. The 22LPI chequering with double borders to the 

wrist sides and to an extensive forearm pattern. A truly excellent weapon.

F82 .500jeff Truvelo/ Brno Custom Rifle R 29500.00

A heavy 22" barrel with ramped front sight and standing V rear sight with one 

folding leaf, a pristine bore. The magnum Brno ZKK-602 action with recoil cross 

bolts fore and aft, has a peep sight at the rear. The stock with walnut of 

exceptional figure, is chequered to 22LPI at the wrist sides and to a wrap-

around forearm pattern. Excellent overall condition.

F83 .222rem Brno ZKK 601 Deluxe Rifle R 8500.00

Deluxe model with Monte-Carlo stock, 4" barrel with open sights, flip-up peep 

sight and set trigger. Proofed 1967. Excellent condition.

F84 .44mag Winchester M94 Carbine R 12500.00

Model  94 AE, saddle-ring carbine. 16" (410mm) round barrel with excellent 

bore. Blade front sight and adjustable ear sight in "as new" condition VVGC.

F85 .30-30 Winchester Mod 94 Carbine R 12500.00

A longer barrelled version - 20" (508mm), excellent bore, iron sights, the front 

with a hood. Plain walnut stock and forearm. VVGC.

F86 .44mag Marlin Mod 1894 Carbine R 11500.00

A 20" (508mm) round barrel, excellent bore, iron sights, the front with a 

removable hood. Action with side opening and ejection instead of top.  A plain 

walnut stock and forearm. VVGC.

F87 .30-30 Winchester Mod 94 Lever-Action Carbine R 9000.00

Barrel length of 20" with iron sights, excellent bore. Plain walnut stock and 

forearm. Scope mounting base fitted to action. Very good plus condition.
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F88 .223rem Colt AR15 Model "SP1" Rifle R 16500.00

Early Colt SP1 series. Short round grips to 17,5" barrel. Telescoping skeleton 

stock. Marked "Colt AR15 Model SP1"  Excellent condition.

F89 .30carbine M1 Carbine R 7500.00

WW2 manufacture, the 12" (306mm) shortened  barrel has a good bore and a 

flash hider. Rear sight is a Williams adjustable peep sight. Action working fine, 

a 10 round magazine fitted. Wooden stock is grubby. Good working condition.

F90 7.62x51 SADF R1 Rifle R 15000.00

In extremely good refurbished condition. Wooden stocked variant. "R1-7.62mm 

M within U" marked. Matching serial numbers.

F91 7.62x51 FN Rhodesian Para-FAL type Rifle R 22500.00

Still with traces of ex Rhodesian camo paint adhering. Short barrelled version 

with folding butt. In good working order. Magazine also has traces of Rhodesian 

camo paint to it.

F92 7.62x51 FN Fal  Rifle R 12500.00

FN type 3 action. Complete in very good refinished condition.

F93 7.5mm Fusil M24/29 French Issue LMG R 7500.00

French infantry squad automatic, similar to the Bren, but rather heavier. In good 

working condition, but for missing rear sight slide.

F94 .223rem Ruger Mini14 Rifle R 6500.00

Folding stock and Ruger pistol grip. Ruger ventilated hand guard. Choate flash 

hider/front sight. Williams adjustable aperture rear sight, Ruger 5 and 30 round 

magazines. With folding stock carry bag and original user manual. Good to very 

good condition.

F95 7.62x39 Chinese SKS Rifle R 6500.00

The standard Chinese carbine for many years, this one is a Rhodesian bush 

war veteran. The bore is surprisingly good and  everything works. Just the 

wood has taken a bit of a bashing.

F96 .223rem Ruger Mini-14 Rifle R 5500.00

The well-known model of the farmer's friend. Standard 18" 458mm) barrel, very 

good bore. Action in excellent working condition, No magazine. VGC.

F97 .223rem Vektor LM6 Rifle R 22500.00

The short (265mm) barrelled LM6 version. appears barely used, with 5 

magazines (one in pieces). Very good plus condition.

F98 .223rem Vektor LM4 Rifle R 21500.00

With folding stock, boxy polymer forearm into which folds a bipod, 35 round 

magazine, 18" (458mm) barrel with a flash-hider/brake. Appears unused.

F99 .223rem Vektor LM6 Carbine R 21500.00

Short barrelled version, folding stock, polymer forearm, 35 round magazine, 

also appears to be unused.

F100 7.62x51 "Shortened" FN STG58 Carbine. R 11500.00

Ex-Rhodesian rifle with an unusually short 15" [381mm] barrel. Rifle is a West 

German G1 with the typical "Gew Kal.7.63mm F.N." markings to the receiver, 

manufactured in 1957. It also has the West German wooden butt with the butt 

trap to it. FN manufactured, the rifle has the later pattern FN handguards with 

provision for a bipod. Extensive ex-Rhodesian camo paint to rifle. The 

shortened FN's were used by VIP protection units, some by chopper 

technicians and armoured crews. Very scarce.

F101 .223rem Colt AR-15 SP1 Rifle R 13500.00

Includes one extra 30 round magazine, early variant with triangular hand 

guards, 21" barrel and bayonet lug fitted to barrel. Sanctions era firearm, it has 

had its original serial number replaced with a WR number and a lightly 

engraved "01" which is no doubt a rack number. Crack to lhs of front hand 

guard, rest good original condition.
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F102 .222rem BSA Rifle R 6500.00

Barrel of 24" marked to "BSA Guns Ltd. England" with muzzle threaded for 

silencer. Iron sights removed for scope use. Adjustable trigger side safety and 

drop magazine floor plate. Dark wood tips  to fore-end and grip caps. Two 

panel chequering to bot fore-end and grip. Rollover type Monte-Carlo 

cheekpiece to stock which has ventilated factory recoil pad. Excellent bore, 

some light  scratches to stock finish. Good plus overall.

F103 .22-250 Midland Rifle R 7500.00

Open sights to 24" barrel, Parker-hale scope bases to Springfield action. 

Adjustable trigger, side safety and impressed engraving to drop floor plate and 

trigger guard. Two panel chequering to fore-end and pistol grip of Monte-Carlo 

type stock. Excellent bore, a few light scratches to stock, overall good to good 

plus condition.

F104 .22-250 Sturm Ruger M77 Rifle R 9500.00

Barrel length of 22", drop magazine floorplate to action which has tang safety 

and adjustable trigger. Two panel chequering to American walnut stock which 

has solid recoil pad and ebonite grip cap. Very good plus condition to bore and 

rifle apart from a few light scratches to woodwork.

F105 .243win Parker Hale Deluxe Rifle R 8500.00

Built on the Parker-Hale commercial Mauser action with solid side wall, side 

safety, drop magazine floor plate and adjustable trigger. Barrel length of 24" 

with ramp fore-sight and adjustable blade leaf rear sight. Parker-Hale scope 

bases to action. Two panel chequering to both fore-end and pistol grip Monte-

Carlo styled stock. Some very light scratches to stock. Excellent bore, good to 

good plus condition.

F106 .243win Ruger M77 Rifle R 9500.00

Barrel length of 22" with ramp fore-sight and rear sight. Tang safety and drop 

magazine floorplate plus adjustable trigger to M77 action. Two panel 

chequering to fore-end and grip. Solid red Ruger recoil pad to butt. Good bore, 

good overall condition but for some user scratches which could be easily 

cleaned up.

F107 .243win Midland Rifle R 7500.00

Open sights to 24" barrel, Parker-hale scope bases to Springfield action. 

Adjustable trigger, side safety and impressed engraving to drop floor plate and 

trigger guard. Two panel chequering to fore-end and pistol grip of Monte-Carlo 

type stock. Excellent bore, a few light scratches to stock, overall good plus 

condition.

F108 .308win Parker Hale Deluxe Rifle R 7500.00

Built on the solid sidewall commercial Mauser action.  Barrel length of 24",  

extensive engraving to trigger guard, floorplate & action. Good plus bore. Side 

safety to trigger. "Original" M12 4x40 WA scope on Parker-Hale bases. 

Adjustable gold plated trigger. Two panel chequering to fore-end and pistol grip 

of Monte-Carlo stock which has roll-over cheekpiece and dark grip and tip 

caps. Ventilated recoil pad. Rifle is in good plus condition but for some wear to 

varnish finish. Rifle would benefit from an oil finish which is far more 

appropriate for SA hunting conditions.

F109 .30-06spr BSA Rifle R 8500.00

Barrel length of 24" with open sights removed for scope use. Barrel marked 

"BSA Guns Ltd. England". Adjustable trigger, side safety and drop magazine 

floor plate to action. Dark wood tips to grip & tip caps, two panel chequering to 

fore-end and wrist.. Roll-over styled Monte-Carlo cheekpiece. Good bore, good 

overall condition.

F110 .303brit Parker Hale Sporting Rifle R 4750.00

Built on No.4 action, 21,5" barrel with ramp foresight and adjustable blade rear 

sight. Good plus bore. Original Model 12 4x40WA scope on Parker-Hale 

mounts. Barrel marked "Parker-Hale Ltd. Birmingham England". Five round 

magazine. Two panel chequering to both fore-end & pistol grip. Monte-Carlo 

stock which is fitted with ventilated recoil pad. Wood plus condition but for 

some light scratches to varnished finish on woodwork.
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F111 .270win John Dickson & Son Rifle R 8500.00

Built on M98 Mauser action with 22" barrel carrying ramp fore-sight and leaf 

rear sight. Barrel marked "John Dickson & Son, 21 Frederick st. Edinburgh 

2" & "Made in England". Low scope safety to bolt. Parker-Hale scope bases 

to action. Good plus bore. Monte Carlo type butt with two panel chequering to 

both fore end and pistol grip. Ventilated recoil pad. Some light scratches to 

woodwork which can easily be corrected, good overall condition.

F112 .270win BSA Rifle R 6950.00

Barrel length of 21" with muzzle threaded for silencer. Barrel marked "BSA 

Guns Ltd. England". Action fitted with Burris scope rings & bases. Adjustable 

trigger and drop magazine floor plate to action. Dark wood grip and tip-caps to 

Monte-Carlo stock which features two panel skip-line chequering to both fore-

end grip. Ventilated recoil pad. Good bore, good overall condition.

F113 .270win BSA Rifle R 7500.00

Barrel length of 22" with iron sights. Barrel marked "BSA Guns Ltd. England".  

Adjustable trigger and drop magazine floor plate to action. Dark wood grip and 

tip-caps to Monte-Carlo stock which features two panel skip-line chequering to 

both fore-end grip. Ventilated recoil pad. Very good bore, good plus overall 

condition.

F114 8x68S Mauser Sporting Rifle ex P. W. Botha R 19500.00

Rifle was reputedly the property of the late State President and carries a plaque 

with the initials "P.W.B". Commercial Oberndorf Mauser action. Good bore to 

26" barrel. Visible professional repair to side of stock . Weaver style mounts on 

receiver. Williams rear sight. Front sight converted to inverted V. Ivory type grip 

cap. Double-set trigger to  trigger-guard release floorplate. Typical 60/70"s 

styling.

F123 7rem Holland & Holland "Royal" Double Rifle - Cased R 385000.00

The 25" (635mm) barrels with good bores, for the 7mm Magnum Flanged 

cartridge. Marked to "Holland & Holland, 98 New Bond Street, London". A 

one-third top rib with standing V sight and one folder for 350yds. On swamped 

section "7m/m Magnum Flanged Cartridge". Front sight on ramp with a 

supplementary large ivory poor-light bead. The sidelock action with complete 

scrollwork coverage and extended top tang onto the comb plus trigger guard 

out to the silvered grip cap, marked "Royal Hammerless Ejector". The stock 

of good dark figured walnut with added extension and leather covered butt pad. 

LOP  14 3/4" (375mm) to front trigger. Forearm and stock with 24LPI 

chequering, the first with a small Anson push catch. With sling, snap caps, 

square nickel oil bottle in excellent case, plus a test target and other 

information. Outstanding condition, includes dies, cases & loading data 

developed by OPM.

F124 .577/500 Rigby S/S Double Rifle - Cased R 65000.00

Hammer gun. The 26" barrels (664mm) have good bores and are marked on 

the matted top rib "72 St. James Street, Dublin" and on the barrels "Case. 

Eley No.2 Express 2 3/4 inch, 577/500, Powder 165grs No 6. Cannelured 

Bullet 410grs". Rib fitted with scope sight mounts and 2 blade V rear sight. 

Quick-detachable scope stamped with rifle serial number. Hammer action with 

rebounding locks and Jones underlever engraved "J. Rigby & Co" with small 

scroll work and borders. Stock of finely figured French walnut chequered to 

pistol grip sides and 90% of the forearm which has a Harvey latch to secure it 

to the barrels. Weight 9.81lbs (4.45kg). In original leather and wood case.

F125 .410 Lepco Shotgun- Pre 1898 -  Cased R 2150.00

A "poacher's special", folding double barrelled .410. The hammer action plain 

case-hardened with a simple etched border. The skeleton stock with an 

incipient crack through the hand which should be repaired. The 27 3/4" 

(710mm)  barrels are both choked full, bores are surprisingly very good. In a 

rough wood and canvas case with a pull-through cleaner which is quite 

effective. Good working condition.

F115-F122 No Items
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F126 20ga A. Illsley & Co S/S Shotgun R 22500.00

The 28" (712mm) tubes have very good bores and are choked improved 

cylinder on the right and a tight 3/4 on the left. The box lock action is proofed for 

7/8oz (24g) 2 1/2" (65mm) cartridges, and has light scroll engraving, also 

showing the maker's name and city - "Birmingham". The stock has medium 

coloured walnut with some darker figure, 20LPI chequering to the hand sides 

and the forearm which has a Deeley catch. A typical example of a light British 

20ga - weight 5.73lbs (2.6kg). LOP to front trigger 13 7/8" (353mm). VGC.

F129 12ga Purdey S/S Hammer Shotgun R 55000.00

The 30" (762mm) Damascus barrels  are unchoked and  are black powder 

proofed, they are stamped "12" indicating  true .729" bores, which are 

excellent. The back action hammers are rebounding and action, locks, trigger 

plate etc profusely scroll engraved. The stock of very pretty walnut has been 

lengthened to a LOP of 14 1/2" (368mm) to the front trigger, weight is a fraction 

over 6 3/4lbs (3.07kg). The gun locks up tight and begs to be used again. Date 

of manufacture 1871. Good plus condition.

F130 12ga Gye & Moncrieff S/S Hammer Shotgun R 19500.00

With 30" (762mm) steel barrels, both choked 3/4, and excellent. Nitro proofed 

at .724" dia and 2 1/2" cartridges. The 11mm wide matted rib is tapered and 

swamped towards the muzzles, The back action rebounding hammer locks are 

engraved "Constructed by Messrs Gye and Moncrieff, London" and 

surrounded by much scrollwork. The stock of, obviously, French walnut 

reminds us of its striking contrast between black and brown figuring and this 

example is exquisite. LOP to a thick ebonite butt plate is 13 7/8" (354mm) to the 

front trigger. Gun weighs 7lbs (3.2kg). VVGC.

F131 12ga Watson Bros S/S Shotgun R 9500.00

And are still in business in London today. The striking Damascus barrels are 

30" (762mm) long and have very good bores, both are 3/4 choked. The snap 

underlever action has bar action sidelocks, all much covered with the period 

fine scrollwork. Cocking indicators are fitted to the top tang and the prominent 

safety catch is non-automatic. The forearm stopped just short of a wrap-around 

pattern, the flat-top chequering to it and the hand of the stock running to 22LPI. 

The stock of good French walnut with good colour, figure and barring. VGC.

F132 - No Item

F133 12ga Armitalia S/S Hammer Gun - Cased R 3750.00

Nitro-proofed hammer gun with "Boehler" 29,6" barrels  marked "Chrome 

Nitro Steel-Boehler". Side-clips and cross bolt to action. Naive bird engraving 

to front of action. Chequered fore-end wrist. Gun has been reblued. Tight 

action. In leather case with brass corners. Carrying handle U/S, retaining straps 

missing. Good overall.

F136 12ga Sauer S/S Shotgun R 7500.00

The 72cm (28 1/4") barrels are choked 1/4 right and 3/4 left, a pretty good 

combination. The bores are excellent and proofed for 2 3/4" (70mm) cartridges. 

Box lock action has some basic wildlife scenes engraved. With extractor and 

auto safety catch. Forearm with Deeley catch and 20LPI chequering as is the 

stock, walnut with nice grain. LOP to front trigger 14 3/8" (365mm), weight 6 

1/2lbs(2.95kg). VGC.

F137 12ga Sauer & Sohn S/S Shotgun R 7500.00

The 28 1/4" (72cm) barrels have excellent bores and are choked 3/4 on the 

right and a tight full on the left. Right barrel engraved "Royal". The action is 

built for strength with a Greener cross bolt and side clips and is an ejector with 

an auto safety. Finish is silvered with typically naive German engraving. The 

stock with a cheekpiece and skip line chequering, LOP is 14 3/8" (365mm), 

weight is 6.9lbs (3.13kg). VGC.

F127- F128 No Items

F134-135 No Items
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F138 12ga Webley & Scott S/S Shotgun + Accessories R 9500.00

The 30" (762mm) barrels have excellent bores, and choked 1/4 right and full 

left. Proofed for 1 1/4oz (35g) loads in 2 3/4" cartridges. The colour case-

hardened box lock action  engraved to "Webley & Scott" on the sides, much 

scroll engraving on metal surfaces. Stock of straight-grained walnut of good 

colour is chequered to 22LPI  at the hand and wrapped around the forearm 

which has an Anson catch. LOP 14 1/2" (368mm).  Gun weight 6.88lbs 

(3.12kg). With canvas & leather ammo belt, leather ammo bag, cleaning kit and 

2 snap caps. Excellent condition.

F139 12ga FN S/S Shotgun - Cased R 5000.00

In hard leather case. Box lock ejector with 27 3/4" barrels choked full and half, 

wrap-around chequering to fore end and straight English grip, solid red Silvers 

type recoil pad, good bores, tight action, handle of case broken and in need of 

repair. Good plus condition overall.

F147 12ga Beretta S56E O/U Shotgun - Cased R 8500.00

Dating from the 50s to 70s, the "E" signifies an ejector model and the thin  

7mm top rib identifies a game gun. The 28" (712mm) barrels are choked a 

loose 3/4 on the bottom barrel and a tight full choke on the top. The silvered 

action is in perfect shape, the safety catch is non-automatic and this is a two 

trigger model. In very good condition. LOP to front trigger 14" (356mm), 

replacing the slim polymer butt plate with a thicker pad could increase this. 

VVGC.

F148 12ga Perazzi MX 8 O/U Shotgun - Cased R 55000.00

The 29 1/2" (75cm) barrels are presently choked 1/2 bottom and a tight full on 

the top barrel., the other two chokes in the case are both full. Top and side ribs 

are ventilated. The action is blued gold inlaid "Perazzi MX8" on the left hand 

side. The stock of well figured walnut with a lot of contrast. The forearm a 

comfortable hold,  the chequering on it and the stock is finely done. In a 

lockable case with a spare set of leaf springs plus firing pins and springs and 

another coil spring, plus two snap caps. Excellent condition.

F149 12ga Perazzi MX 3B O/U Shotgun - Cased R 35000.00

With 29 1/2" (75cm)  barrels, which have excellent bores, with both side ribs 

and wide top rib (11mm) ventilated. The fixed chokes are - bottom barrel a tight 

full, top barrel 3/4 choke. The safety catch is non-automatic. Stock and forearm 

are of walnut of good colour with figure and  contrast, the beavertail on the 

forearm is comfortable. The chequering is finely done. There is a box with 

spare firing pins and springs, also a pair of snap caps. Overall very good plus 

condition.

F150 12ga Blaser F3 O/U Shotgun - Cased R 75000.00

In factory hard case. Barrel length of 30" with eleven different multichokes, 

spare top lever. Select grade highly figured walnut butt and fore-end, single 

trigger ejector action, gold plated trigger adjustable for length of pull. Gun is in 

unfired condition.

F151 12ga Beretta  S/L A301 Shotgun R 4950.00

The 70cm (27 1/2") barrel is full choked with a ventilated top rib. Gas operated 

auto, 5 shot. The action with rolled scroll decoration on both sides. Forearm 

walnut with lots of barring and semi-flat top chequering. The stock with 

interesting figure, chequered panels to pistol grip sides and a LOP of 14" 

(356mm) to a hard polymer butt plate. Weight 7lbs (3.2kg). VGC.

F152 12ga Browning Semi-Auto "Double Auto" Shotgun R 6500.00

The unique "Double Automatic" short recoil action with loading port on LHS. To 

operate, cock action, insert a cartridge into the port, this is then instantly 

chambered, feed another cartridge into loading port and you have a two-shot 

semi-auto, ideal for clay targets. The 26" (660mm) barrel has an excellent bore 

which is choked improved cylinder. The walnut stock has been professionally 

redone with excellent 20 LPI chequering  on the semi-pistol grip and forearm. 

Safety catch located on trigger guard, behind the trigger. LOP 14 3/8" (365mm) 

to the moulded hard rubber butt plate which bears a relief portrait of J. M. 

Browning - unusual. Gun weight 7.56lbs (3.43kg). VVGC.

F140-146 No Items
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F153 12ga Ithaca Mod 37 Featherweight Shotgun R 2500.00

Short barrelled (20 1/2") pump-action, cylinder bore, wooden stock and 

forearm. Good working condition.

F154 12ga Greener Shotgun R 950.00

The single-barrelled "GP Gun" on a modified Martini action. The 29 3/8" 

(745mm) barrel has an improved choke and is fitted with a recoil reducing 

muzzle brake, the bore is good. The action with "W. W. Greener Maker 

Birmingham England " on the lhs and on the rhs "Greener GP Gun". Has a 

safety lever at the back of the action. The woodwork shows some denting and 

scratches. The forearm needs fixing into position. Otherwise in good condition.

F155 .577/450 Martini Henry Service Rifle R 5500.00

The 33" (838mm) round tapered barrel with a good bore, has a simple low 

blade front sight allied to a standing V and ladder rear combination. Barrel 

shows external fine pitting along its length. Action very plain, also fine pitting. 

basically a no-name brand. though probably Westley Richards. Good working 

condition.

F156 .577/450 Westley Richards OVS Martini Rifle R 9500.00

Action marked on LHS  "Westley Richards & Co." and in large letters "OVS 

2498", on RHS -"Martini Patent". The 33" (838mm) round tapered barrel has a 

good bore and is marked "Henry Rifling" and "Westley Richards". The knox 

form with a triangle surrounding "1896". The butt is good, the forearm has a 

metal plate repair to the bottom rear. Very little original  finish overall. Scarce.

F157 .450/577 Martini Henry Service Rifle R 5000.00

RHS of receiver marked "Crown VR BSA & M Co. 1886 III 1", "C G SX" to top 

of receiver signifying Cape Government issue and strengthened extractor. Butt 

marked with addorsed arrows, sold out of service stamps and BSA roundel. 

Rifle is in particularly good original condition but for missing clearing rod.

F158 .303brit Westley Richards Martini Target Rifle R 4750.00

The 33 1/2" (851mm) round tapered barrel has a good bore and is marked 

"Best Target Rifle, Westley Richards & Co, London, for WR .303 Special 

Cartridges", plus "Nitro Proofed" close to the breech. A ramped blade front 

sight set back from the muzzle and a standing V and ladder rear sight. Knox 

form shows a triangle. The action plain except for "Westley Richards, London" 

on the left hand side. The stock and forearm of plain straight-grained walnut. 

VGC.

F159 .450/577 Hollis Sporting Martini Rifle R 4500.00

A round 26" (660mm) barrel with a matted top-rib. Front low blade sight, rear a 

standing V with 4 folding blades (one missing) and a ladder out to 1000 yds. 

The bore is pretty good. Top rib marked to "I. Hollis & Sons, London". The 

action with scroll engraving and a border, a safety catch at the right rear. 

Cocking/ejecting lever curved to mate with the small pistol grip. Forearm plain 

with a horn tip. The stock very dark, shows traces of fine flat-top chequering.

F162 .22lr Lee Enfield No. 8 Mk I Rifle R 6500.00

Training/target shooting variant of the No. IV rifle, barrel length of 593mm, half 

stocked fore end, pistol grip type butt, Rifle has matching numbers to bolt and 

receiver. "M47C" code to safety retainer indicating BSA Shirley manufacture. 

Good plus original condition.

F163 .303brit "Long Lee" L.E.1 Rifle R 4500.00

Butt socket marked "Crown VR BSA & M Co 1897 LE I", CG and UDF 

markings to receiver, knox form of replacement BSA barrel dated 9/13, BSA 

roundel to butt. Good original condition.

F164 .303brit C.L.L.E Rifle R 3950.00

"BSA Co." markings to butt socket, UDF markings to receiver, target peep 

sight was previously fitted to LHS of butt socket and portion of stock has been 

removed to make provision for this. Fair to good condition.

F160-161 No Items
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F165 .303brit  S.M.L.E No.1 Mk III Service Rifle R 3750.00

Butt socket marked "crown GR BSA Co 1918 ShtLE III", brass roundel 

missing from butt, small chip to wood ahead of charger guide, UDF markings to 

barrel. Rifle has had the top cover trimmed so that it no longer encompasses 

the rear sight, rifle has incorrect No. 4 rifle magazine fitted to it. Fair to good 

overall condition.

F166 .303brit Lee Enfield No.4 Mk I*Service Rifle R 4500.00

Manufactured Long Branch 1942. UDF marks to receiver. Good to good plus 

condition.

F167 .303brit Lee Enfield No. I Mk III Service Rifle R 4500.00

Butt socket marked "Crown G.R. Enfield 1915 Sht. L.E. III". Good arsenal 

refinished condition. Good to good plus bore.

F168 .303brit Lee-Enfield No. 4 Mk II (F) Service Rifle R 4500.00

Standard 25" (635mm) barrel, bore is very good. Action and sights in good 

condition, 10 round magazine present. Hardwood stock. SADF postwar 

contract rifle from ROF Fazakerley, good plus condition.

F169 .303brit Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk II (F) Service Rifle R 4750.00

The 25" (635mm) barrel with an excellent bore. Action and sights good. Gun 

appears to have emerged from a grease pit. Hardwood stock in good shape. 

Appears to be one of the "unissued" rifles that has merely had the grease 

packing removed.

F170 .303brit Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk I Service Rifle R 4500.00

All present and correct - a good bore, 25" (635mm) barrel) working sights and 

clean hardwood stock. 10 shot magazine. VGC.

F171 6,5x55 Carl Gustav Swedish M96 Service Rifle R 6000.00

The breech stamped with "Carl Gustafs Stads, 1924" under a crown over 

"CI". The 735mm (29") barrel is threaded at the muzzle for a wooden blank 

firing attachment and a loose sight protector cap is supplied. Front sight blade 

is missing, rear sight is a ladder. The hardwood stock in very good condition.

F172 7x57 Boer Mauser Rifle R 7500.00

Action stamped "Mod Mauser 1896, Ludw Loewe & Co, Berlin". The 73cm 

(28 5/8") slightly tapered barrel has a somewhat worn bore and is fitted with a 

blade front sight and a ladder rear sight. The stock dark and in remarkably 

good condition considering its age. Good working condition.

F173 7x57 Mauser OVS/Chilean Service Rifle R 7500.00

The breech stamped with the Chilean coat of arms, on left side of action is 

"Deutsche Waffen - Und Munitions Fabrik, Berlin". Also underlined "OVS".  

One of the rifles ordered by the OVS that could not be delivered due to the 

British Naval blockade of ports and subsequently diverted to Chile. The 735mm 

(29") barrel has a reasonably good bore and fitted with a blade front sight and 

ladder rear. The dark walnut stock in a reasonable condition. Good working 

order.

F174 7x57 DWM Mauser Mod 1904 Rifle R 4000.00

The 74cm (29 1/4") round barrel has a good bore and is fitted with a simple 

ramped blade front sight and a tangent rear sight. The action in excellent 

condition. The stock of lightish coloured straight-grained walnut is also in a very 

good condition. VGC.

F175 7.62x54r Moisin Nagant M38 Service Carbine R 2950.00

Barrel length of 51cm (20"), round and only slightly tapered. Blade front sight 

and tangent rear sight. The action and bolt show some discolouration. The 

stock is of quite dark walnut with a big recoil cross bolt under the breech. Good 

condition.

F176 8x57 Mauser Commemorative Gew 98 Rifle R 55000.00

A new gun, built in 1998 to commemorate 100 years of the Mauser 1898. The 

74cm (29") barrel with an excellent bore, blade front sight and old style tangent 

rear sight. The action is bright polished though the bolt release catch is blued, 

and shows over the breech "Mauser-Werke, Oberndorf A/N". On the left of the 

action is "Gew 98". The stock of plain straight-grained walnut with a single 

reinforcing recoil cross bolt under the breech, polished steel butt plate. The 

ramrod and bayonet fitting are also bright polished. Date of manufacture 1898. 

Gun in "as new" condition and could well be unfired.
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F177 7.62x51 Spanish Mauser M98 Rifle R 4500.00

Spanish model. The 60cm (23 5/8") barrel with blade front and tangent rear 

sights. Excellent bore. The light coloured hardwood stock and forearm in very 

good condition. Rifles were rebarreled to 7.62mm, arsenal refinished and put 

into reserve stock. Condition as new. VVGC.

F178 6.5x58 Portuguese Mauser M1904 service Rifle R 2450.00

As issued to UDF troops invading German South West in 1914/15. Rifle has 

both the Royal Crest of King Carlos I of Portugal to the receiver ring and also 

UDF ownership stamps to it. Rifle has a high percentage original finish to it. 

Good plus condition.

F179 7.92 "KS" Gew 98 Service Rifle R 12500.00

Used by German Colonial Schutztruppen in German South West Africa and 

Tanganyika, the "KS" rifle has a rear sight slide beginning at 200m for bush 

warfare rather than 400m as on the conventional Gew 98 and a bent rather 

than straight bolt handle. Rifle has "KS" roundel to butt pllate and is an "S" 

caliber designation. "Spandau 1901" to receiver ring. Matching numbers to 

bolt, receiver and barrel. Stock has been professionally "refreshed". Good to 

good plus condition.

F180 7x57 Chilean M1895 Mauser Service Rifle R 6500.00

Rifle is identical to the "Boer" Mauser but for addition of safety lug to rear of 

action and double release to the sight slide. Action marked "Mauser Chileno 

Modello 1895". Matching numbers to metal components. Good original 

condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

G1 20ga Fausti Conrad Shotgun - Cased R 18500.00

In original case with 5 chokes, tool, sleeves, maker's pamphlet etc. This gun 

has had a maximum of 500 shots fired through it. The 28" (712mm) barrels 

have excellent bores, the woodwork pristine except that the Schnabel tip to the 

forearm has been removed. Weight is a light 6,22lbs (2.82kg), LOP is 14 3/8" 

(365mm). As new.

G2 .22lr Norinco JWI5A Rifle R 2000.00

A 24" (610mm) round tapered barrel is threaded at the muzzle for a sound 

moderator and has a small ramp front sight and adjustable rear sight obscured 

by a Tasco 4x32 scope. The bolt action with a removable 5 shot box magazine. 

The stock of plain hardwood. Good plus condition.

G3 .22lr Jaeger Mod AP80 "AK" Type Semi-Auto Rifle R 5500.00

A crib of the AKM in .22lr caliber with two thirty five round magazines. Made by 

"Armi Jager Italy". Muzzle threaded for suppressor. Good overall condition.

G4 .22mag Norinco JW-23 Rifle - New R 2000.00

Bolt action sporting rifle with 24" barrel and detachable magazine. Condition is 

"as new", rifle has not yet been registered to any-one.

G5 No Item

G6 .22lr Ruger 10-22 Semi-Auto Rifle R 6500.00

All in stainless steel, a semi-auto with a 18 1/2" (47cm) round barrel, excellent 

bore. Iron sights fitted but overtaken by a silver Lynx 4x32 scope. The usual 

rotary Ruger .22 magazine. Gun has seen very little use. VGC.

G7 .22lr/.410 Savage O/U Combination R 12500.00

Bores of both barrels are good, length the usual 24" (610mm). Colour case-

hardened action with manual hammer and opening top lever. Hardwood plain 

stock, LOP is 14 1/4" (363mm) .Good working condition.

G8 .223rem Tikka M595 Rifle R 7500.00

Appears brand new. The barrel with sound moderator is 29" (73.7cm). The 

stock of good dark walnut with figure has 22LPI chequering panels to the 

forearm and pistol grip sides. RHS of pistol grip has a palm swell and there's a 

roll over Monte Carlo style comb.

G9 No Item
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G10 6x45 Vektor/Sako Custom Rifle R 9500.00

Built with a Vektor barrel on a Sako L461 action. The 22" (559mm) round barrel 

has iron sights and a Tasco World Class Plus 3.5x to 10x scope to the action. 

The action with 5 shot magazine. The original Sako stock of rather light 

coloured hardwood is chequered  to 20LPI to the usual panels on the forearm 

and pistol grip. Good to good plus condition.

G11 .243win Ruger Mod 77 Rifle R 8500.00

Round tapered 22" (559mm) barrel with a very good bore, no iron sights fitted. 

A Tasco 4x40 scope is mounted over the action. The shiny stock is of straight-

grained walnut and cut to a 20LPI pattern to panels on the forearm and pistol 

grip sides. Good condition.

G12 .243win Voere M98 Rifle R 6500.00

The 23 1/2" (60cm) round tapered barrel has a ramped front sight and a 

standing V rear sight with one extra folding leaf. Scope bases and 1" rings are 

fitted. The usual bolt action and 5 shot magazine on a "98 action. The stock of 

beech with typical squarish forearm and skip line chequering to panels on pistol 

grip and forearm. A spare thicker butt pad is attached, present LOP is just 13 

1/4" (337mm). Good condition.

G13 6.5x55 CZ 550 Lux Rifle R 8500.00

Barrel length of 24"(610mm), has a good bore. Two panel chequering to both 

wrist and fore end, cheek piece to Bavarian style butt, with solid CZ recoil pad. 

Excellent condition.

G14 6mm Musgrave Rifle R 3500.00

Built on a SMLE action. The slim 26" (660mm) barrel has a very good bore. The 

action with a Bushnell Banner scope and a fixed 5 shot magazine. The stock 

and forearm of sporter style with a big cheekpiece, quite good walnut. Grip cap 

is unusually deep. Good working condition.

G15 .308win Steyr "Safe Bolt" Rifle R 11500.00

Gun appears new and unused. The 60cm hammer-forged barrel with some 

exterior twist, has an excellent bore. No iron sights fitted, but there's a Picatinny 

rail over the breech of the bolt action, light trigger pull. Stock of dark grey 

polymer, hand detachable box magazine. VVGC.

G16 .308win Sako AII Rifle R 9500.00

The plain tapered round barrel has a good bore. The bolt action is surmounted 

by a Tasco Titan 3x-9x42 scope. There is a single recoil cross-bolt under the 

breech. The medium coloured walnut stock is chequered to a wrap-around 

forearm pattern and panels on the pistol grip sides.  VVGC.

G17 .308win Howa M1500 Rifle R 9500.00

Medium to heavy round tapered 24" (610mm), sparkling bore. 5 shot box 

magazine bolt action with a side safety. Black polymer stock with soft black 

rubber butt pad. VGC.

G18 .30-06spr Smith & Wesson Mod 1500 Rifle R 8500.00

The 22" (559mm) round tapered barrel has an excellent bore with no iron sights 

fitted. A Tasco scope surmounts the bolt action with its 5 shot box magazine 

which has a Q-D catch on the front of the trigger guard. The Monte Carlo 

cheekpiece stock is of plain straight-grained walnut. Skip line chequering to 

panels on the forearm and pistol grip sides. White line spacers to black polymer 

grip cap and butt plate. VGC.

G19 8x57 CZ550 Full Stock Rifle R 11500.00

The 20" (509mm) round barrel has a very good bore and has a hooded front 

sight and a single standing V sight, both negated by the mounts for the Redfield 

3x-9x scope. The full length stock with a metal nose piece has a very teutonic 

curve to the comb and angular cheekpiece. Chequering is to 20LPI onto 

modernistic panels on the forearm and pistol grip sides. VGC.

G20 .338wm Sako 85L Rifle R 18500.00

Solid action, safety to right rear and bolt release on the other side. Box 

magazine with a floor release catch. The thick 22" (56cm) barrel has 

impeccable rifling. Double recoil cross-bolts fitted under breech and action rear. 

Stock of contrasting dark and light wood laminates. As new.
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G21 .260rem Savage Mod 11 Rifle R 9000.00

Appears to be unfired. Savage Model 11, Round tapered barrel threaded for a 

sound moderator. Picatinny rail fitted over breech. Magazine floor release catch 

fitted. Stock of laminated hardwood unchequered. VVGC.

G22 .308win Truvelo Tactical M98 Rifle R 15000.00

For long range shooting. The 23" (584mm) barrel is threaded for a sound 

moderator. The action a standard 98 Mauser. The Leupold 4.5x to 14x scope is 

fitted with hinged caps and there's a bubble level on the LHS. Plain hardwood 

forearm with a bipod at its rear, folding stock is fitted (there is a sporting stock 

as well). Appears unused.

G23 .30-06spr Tikka Mod 690 Rifle R 10500.00

The 22" (559mm) round barrel has the front sight removed and is threaded for 

a suppressor. The bore is good. The bolt action is surmounted by a Lynx 3-

9x40 scope. The polymer box magazine has a Q-D catch. The stock of good 

medium colour walnut has laser chequering to  the pistol grip and forearm 

sides. A substantial Monte Carlo roll-over cheekpiece is present. VGC.

G24 7.62x51 RSA Bisley Rifle R 12500.00

RSA action and 26" Sportco match barrel on thumb hole target stock. CH 1/4 

minute rear sight with adjustable aperture, and 5 minute increment ladder front 

sight with tunnel and full sent of ring elements. Very good condition.

G25 .44mag Marlin M94 Rifle R 9500.00

The 20"( 58mm) round barrel with a very good bore, has a recoil reducer on the 

muzzle with the front sight perched on top of that. A  Lynx 4x32 scope to the 

receiver. Straight-grained walnut stock and forearm, both chequered. A lace-up 

leather butt extension is fitted over the butt. VGC.

G26 .357mag Uberti Mod 1873 Rifle R 6500.00

Copy of the Winchester 1873. Heavy octagonal 24" (610mm) barrel, with a very 

good bore. Bead front sight, adjustable rear sight, colour case-hardened action, 

missing plate over breech. Straight grained walnut stock and forearm. Typical 

early Winchester type curved metal butt plate. Good to good plus condition.

G27 .357mag Rossi Puma Lever-Action Carbine R 6500.00

Copy of the Winchester 94. 20" (508mm) round barrel, good bore. Stock and 

forearm of a stained hardwood. VVGC.

G28 .300wm  Nimrod Tactical Rifle - Cased R 65000.00

Tactical "Nimrod" model with Accuracy International AT folding stock, 28" 

barrel, Accuracy International suppressor which fits over muzzle brake on rifle 

and Atlas bipod with BT19 spigot for Accuracy International chassis system.  

Includes 2 x spare Accuracy International magazines. Gun is "as new" in the 

factory packaging. Replacement cost on gun plus accessories is R82000.

G29 12ga Rizzini Semi-Auto Shotgun - Cased R 12500.00

Gun appears to have been barely used. The 30" (762mm) barrel is still pristine 

and holds a cylinder choke, there are 4 other regular choke tubes in the case 

plus a full choke one that extends the barrel by another 2". Gold anodised alloy 

action marked "Armi Leonessa by Rizzini" on its left-hand side, on the right is 

"AL12. Made in Italy". The stock and forearm of walnut of good colour and 

some figure. Laser-cut chequering to 22LPI panels on pistol grip and forearm 

sides. In a robust polymer case.

G30 No Item

G31 12ga Brno S/S Shotgun R 4500.00

Side lock, extractor action with 28,5" barrels, choked 3/4 and 1/2. Chequered 

fore end and pistol grip, cheek piece to butt which has a solid butt plate. Some 

very light scratches to finish on woodwork, good bores, tight action. Overall 

good condition.

G32 12ga Aya S/S Shotgun R 4500.00

30" (762mm) barrels, choked 1/2 on the right and a tight full on the left. 

Excellent bores. Proofed at 900kgs for 2 3/4 chambers. Action with double 

scalloped rears and a Greener cylindrical cross-bolt, is colour case-hardened. 

Extractors only, auto safety. The stock of straight grained wood, Flat-top 

chequered to 18LPI to sides of pistol grip and forearm. LOP to front trigger is 

14 1/2" (368mm). VGC.
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G33 12ga Winchester Riot Shotgun R 2500.00

Pump action. Short (20", 508mm) barrel with a clean bore, extended magazine 

tube. Tang safety. Plain walnut stock and forearm. Good working condition.

G34 12ga Atis S/Auto Field Shotgun R 2500.00

A  28" (712mm) barrel with an excellent bore and a tight full choke. Ventilated 

top rib. Semi-auto on long recoil action. Extended magazine tube. Alloy action 

to save weight. Stock and forearm of a close-grained hardwood. Chequered 

panels to both at 20LPI. Gun appears to be barely used.

G35 12ga Browning Pump Action Riot Shotgun R 3250.00

All steel construction. Barrel of 20" with full-length magazine tube. Walnut 

stock. Condition "as new".

G36 12ga Winchester Defender Riot Shotgun R 2500.00

Fitted with folding stock & pistol grip. Barrel length of 19" with full length 

magazine tube. Good original condition.

G37 12ga Maverick Mod 88 Slug Shotgun R 2500.00

Pump action, 24" (610mm) barrel with a bead front sight and a folding V rear 

sight. Bore is fine. Polymer hand grip and stock. In good working condition.

G38 12ga Manufrance Riot Shotgun R 2250.00

Pump action with 20" barrel, full-length magazine tube and wooden stock. 

Good working order, good original overall.

G39 .30-06spr FN Mauser M98 Sporting Rifle R 4750.00

Military front & rear sights to 23,5" barrel. Schnabel type fore-end, semi-pistol 

grip walnut butt with extension piece to rear of stock. Solid black butt plate. 

Good bore, good overall condition.

G40 .303brit No. 4 Lee-Enfield Rifle - Scoped R 4500.00

No. 4 Mk2 produced ROF Fazakerley 8/49. Includes Hunter 4x32 scope on 

Lynx type bases. Military target type sling. Good plus condition. Unaltered but 

for fitting of scope.

G41 12ga Franchi 520 Hunter Semi Auto Shotgun R 2500.00

Semi auto with engraved receiver, ribbed 26" barrel two panel chequering to 

wrist and wraparound chequering to fore-end.  Excellent condition

G42 No Item

G43 12ga Winchester Mod 1200 Defender Shotgun R 2250.00

Barrel length 0f 18,75", pump action, walnut stock with ventilated recoil pad. 

Good plus condition.

G44 12ga SKB O/U Shotgun R 9500.00

Crown Field Model 505, multi choke gun with wide ribbed 28" barrels, selective 

single trigger, ejector action, non automatic safety, two panel chequering to fore 

end and grip, walnut butt is fitted with a ventilated recoil pad, sturdy locking 

system. Good plus condition.

G45 12ga Atis Semi Auto Shotgun R 2250.00

A26" (661mm) barrel with an excellent bore, 3/4 choke, ventilated top rib, 

extended magazine tube. Stock and forearm of beech wood, chequered panels 

to both. Good conditions

Conditions of Sale

The following Terms and Conditions as amended by any postal notice or verbal announcement during the 
sale, constitutes the entire terms and conditions under which the property listed in this catalogue, is offered for 
sale by Classic Arms and any consignor for the said property that we act for.

1) As used herein, the “bid price” shall mean the price at which a lot is knocked down by     
the auctioneer, to a purchaser and the term “purchase price” shall mean the aggregate of:
a)  The bid price,
b)  A PREMIUM PAYABLE BY THE PURCHASER OF 12,5% OF THE BID PRICE, + VAT at   

15% thereon (i.e. a total premium of 14.375%)
c)  And where specifically stated by the auctioneer VAT at 15% of the bid price. It is recorded  

that the consignor has authorised Classic Arms to retain the premium payable on each lot 
as part of our remuneration and that the VAT payable on such premium is in addition to  

such premium. 
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2. On the fall of the Hammer the highest bidder will have been deemed to have purchased  
the lot being offered and to have:

a)  assumed full responsibility and liability for the ownership of that lot in 
accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein

b)  to undertake to settle the aggregate purchase price within a maximum of seven calendar  
days from the date of sale.

In the case of all firearms it is specifically recorded that the purchaser is deemed to have assumed full liability 
for ownership and payment in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein irrespective of the 
granting or not of a South African Police Services licence or permit for possession of the said lot.
All lots requiring licences shall be retained by Classic Arms pending proof of issuance of said licences

Should a licence for any lot, for any reason whatsoever, be declined, then the purchaser may require Classic 
Arms or a registered arms and ammunition dealer of the purchasers choice to resell such lot on the 
purchasers behalf. Such sale shall be conducted against

the prevailing terms and conditions of the chosen dealer at time of resale and, irrespective of the Auction 
purchase price, at the price determined in agreement with the auction purchaser and the dealer

It is specifically noted that Classic Arms may in no way be held liable for a shortfall if any, between the 
auction purchase price and the resale price.
Under no circumstances shall any lot requiring SAPS licensing be released to any person or body not duly 
authorised to be in legal possession of said lot, and unless all monies due have been settled in full and in 
accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein.
No lots shall be deemed to have been paid for until all monies due have been delivered in cash or in Bank 
Cleared funds. 

All purchases may be paid for in cash, by Master Card or VISA, American Express or Diners Club 
International, or by cashiers. or Bank Guaranteed Cheque. A further premium of 5% of the aggregate 
purchase price including VAT thereon will be levied for all Credit or Charge Card settlements.

No cashier’s cheque will be deemed to constitute payment until the effects thereof have been cleared into 
the Classic Arms Trust Account.
If the foregoing or any other conditions contained herein are not complied with by the purchaser, in addition 
to any other remedies available to us and the consignor by law, including but without limitation to, the right 
to hold the purchaser liable for the purchase price, then we at our sole discretion may:

a)   cancel the sale, retaining as liquidation costs any amounts paid by the purchaser,
b)   resell the property.

3. All payments to be made within 7 days. Property sold at auction and not paid for in full or 
collected, within 4 (Four) elapsed Months from the date of the auction, shall be deemed to be 
abandoned UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED.
The auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of the property in any manner he sees fit and recover 
reasonable administration and/or storage costs from the disposal of said property and/or the purchaser.

No subsequent claim arising from such a disposal shall be entertained and the auctioneer may not be held 
liable for any losses incurred by either the consignor or purchaser, or any other party, in this regard either 
publicly or privately and in such event to hold the purchaser liable for all costs including our commission 
and expenses for both sales, all other charges due hereunder, our attorneys fees and incidental charges.

All fees commissions, bid prices and duties not settled promptly by the purchaser in terms of this

clause 2 shall bear interest at South African Bankers prime lending rate plus 3 percent from the

seventh day following the sale until settlement is received in full.
In the event that a purchaser does not effect collection within four months of the sale date, of any item 
purchased, Classic Arms reserves the right to charge a storage fee of ZAR 150-00 per calendar month or 
part thereof. Such fee being payable monthly in advance from the first day of the month within which the 
four month period shall expire. In the event that the purchaser fails in his obligation to Classic Arms to pay 
such fee, Classic Arms, may at its own discretion, resell such item to recover such fee.

4. We reserve the right to withdraw any property at any time prior to the actual sale of such property. 
Unless actually stated by the auctioneer, all lots shall be offered against their catalogued number and no lot 
shall be divided for sale.

5. We reserve the right to reject any bid. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be 
deemed to be the final bid price. In the event of any dispute between bidders or, if in the sole opinion of the 
auctioneer he doubts the validity of a bid, the auctioneer shall have the sole right to determine the 
successful bid or to re-offer the property in dispute for sale. Our sale records shall be conclusive in any 
dispute during or after conclusion of the sale.
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9. If we undertake packaging or handling of any lots on the purchaser’s behalf it is done so entirely at 
the purchasers risk. We are not liable for any acts or omissions of carriers or packers including those 
recommended by us. Such carriers or packers may carry there own insurance and any claims for loss or 
damage should be addressed directly to them.

10. These Conditions of Sale and the respective rights of the purchaser and Classic Arms, are 
governed by the laws of South Africa.  By bidding at an auction in person, or by agent, order-bid 
or telephone or other means, the buyer or bidder agrees to be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
Any dispute controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach, termination or 
validity thereof, brought by or against Classic Arms (but not including claims brought against the 
consignor by the purchaser of the lots consigned hereunder) shall be resolved by the parties in 10.  

These Conditions of Sale, shall bind the successors and assigns of all bidders and purchasers and inure 
to the benefit of successors and assigns. No waiver amendment or modification of the terms hereof (other 
than posted notices or oral announcements during the sale) shall bind us unless specifically stated in 
writing signed by us. 

11. Absentee Bids.  As a service to those bidders that are unable to attend the actual auction, we may at 
our sole discretion accept bids in advance of sale by telephone, or in writing on the bidding forms 
provided in the back of the sale catalogue.

Please note that we cannot accept “buy” bids and all bids must clearly state the maximum (excluding 
buyers premium and any applicable taxes) bid that the bidder is willing to pay. In the event that identical 
absentee bids are received then the first bid received shall take. We accept no responsibility for not 
executing an absentee bid for any reason whatsoever.

12. Estimate prices. As a service to our clients, we furnish presale estimates for all lots. 
These estimates are intended as a guide to current market value and represent no warranty to bidder or 
seller as to the actual price. 
Bidding normally begins at 50% of the estimate but the final price may be more or less than the estimate 
value. 

13. Sale Increments. The following increments apply to all lots bid for. Please note that the auctioneer 
will increment the purchase price at these rates and not at any rate bid from the floor. By bidding, a 
prospective purchaser acknowledges these increments.
0 - 500 R     50-00 increments
501 - 1999 R    100-00 increments
2,000-4,999 R    250-00 increments
5,000-9,999 R    500-00 increments
10,000-19,999 R 1,000-00 increments
20,000 > R 2,500-00 increments

6. If for any reason beyond our control, including but not limited to, fire, theft, acts of God, or insurrection, 
we are prevented from delivering the property to the purchaser, then we will be liable only for the sum 
actually paid therefore by the purchaser and shall in no event include payment for consequential or 
incidental damages. 

Classic Arms accepts no liability for any losses of whatsoever nature caused by any legislative changes in 
regard to the possession, by individuals or bodies, of firearms or ammunition.  

7. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve (this being the confidential minimum price required by the 
consignor) then Classic Arms reserves the right to open the bidding or to bid on the consignor’s behalf in 
order to protect such reserve. 
Classic Arms shall not bid on the consignor’s behalf above such reserve. IN NO EVENT MAY 

A CONSIGNOR BID ON ANY PROPERTY OFFERED FOR SALE BY SAID CONSIGNOR.

8. All lots are sold “Voetstoets”. ALL STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG OR

IN ANY SALE DOCUMENTATION AS TO THE AUTHENTICITY, VALIDITY, AUTHORSHIP, 

PERIOD CULTURE, SOURCE, PROVENANCE, RARITY, CONDITION, IMPORTANCE OR 

HISTORICAL VALUE, ARE STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND ARE NOT 

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. NOT WARRANTY IS GIVEN AS TO ACCURACY 

OF RIFLES OR CLARITY OF OPTICS.
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POSTAL BIDDING FORM

To:

Lot No: Description: Limit:

 R

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd)                                                     Tel: 013 656 2923

PO Box 484                                                                         Fax: 

Signature :                                                                          Date:

ID Number: 

Postal Address:

Residential Address:

Tel :                                                                       Fax: 

Cell :                                                     Email:

1042

Kindly accept the following bids for Auction No 64 to be held on 27th April 2019

Please complete this form in Block Letters and return by:  16h00 Thursday 25th April 2019

I agree to the terms and conditions of sale as may be amended;

Full Name: (Please Print) 

River Crescent                                                                   Email: info@classicarms.co.za
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